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BUSINESS :DIRECTORY_
H. M. BEER, M . D., Physician and Surgeon.

M Rs . N. B. FOSTER, Fash ionable Mill iner
and D ress Maker.

Office, Cor. Chicago and Lafayette Sts.

No. 8, S. W ash ington St., up stairs.

l
I

L. W. ELLIOT, M. D., Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residenct>, over Freeman's Store,
Cor. lain and Franklin . ts.

A. P. LETHERMAN, l\1. D.
Office, North side of Main St., opposite front
door of Court House, over Specht and Finney's
Store. Residence, Cor. \Vashington and Erie ::,t ·.
Dr. LYMAN R. PALMER.
Residence, 38 Calumet St., opposite the High
School lmilding.

MRs. T R UEDELL, Teacher of the French
Language. Terms reasonable. S. E. Cor. Main
and Locust Sts., Valparaiso, Ind.
A. PARKS. Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition,
Cartridges, Guns to rent, Keys of all kinds fitted,
Trunks repaired, Umbrellas repaired and covered new.
East of the Post Office, up stairs.
R. L. FELTON.
rigs, Low rates.

A. W. VINCENT, l\1. D.
Office, Cor. 1\Jain and Franklin Sts., Valparaiso, Indiana.
J. A. WALKER.
Diamonds, Watches and Fine Jewelry.
Cor. Sto1e.

In

W. H. McCLURE, Watchmaker.
Furmerly with the Elgin Watch Co.
Valparaiso, Indiana. East ~lain St.
1\1. L. McCLELLAND, makes a specialty of
Life, Fire, Accident and Plate Glass Insurance.
Representing only first class companies.

"STUTTERING JIM," the funniest song published. Mr. Heritage's great character song.
Regular price 40 cts. 3rd edition going fast.
Address Til£ Im~ AL Musrc Co., Valparaiso,
Ind. Lock Box Y.
:1\IISS JESSIE DRAGO, Fashionable Dress
Maker.
Over the Post Office.

~l'hooJ R e ad e r.o~.

[5 hook!'.] Colltllining onc·t hir<l mor e r eading
matter t h 1111 nnv othf'r 5-hook ~Pries.
Sh c l tlnn'·"' A J'itlun e tl c l". 1'wo /:Jook.~.
ThP most att ra<"tiv~:~ series ever issued.
S h el d o n '~

A 1 gt> b t•a s .

Livery and Feed.

Good

Party wagon for Picnics ate.

S. W. Cor. Main and Michigan Sts.
BELL BROS. Livery Feed and Sale Stable.
Good rigs at reasonable rates. Baled hay, straw,
grai n and grnund feed, kept on hand for sale.
East Main St. Opp. T. B. Louderback's Shop.
L. W. BLOCH'S Steam Laundry.

Should you want a nice clean sh irt, give us a
trial.

30 and 32 W. Main St.

J. T. MASSEY, Barber Shop. Ladies and
Children's hair cutting. !ihampooing. Razors
put in order. Hot and Cold Baths for Lad ies
and Gentlemen . Give us a call.
No. 6, West Main St.
Students it will take you many terms to learn
German, Latin and Greek on College Hill, but
in 20 minutes you can learn all you need know
concerning such goods as you may require, at the
Chicago Store.
Sign of the American Flag.

THE SHELDON SERIES.
S h t>ldo n's JlJ (l d cr n

!

THE BEST AND FRESHEST TEXTBOOKS IN THE MARKET.

Patleno~nn'l't

Advan rcd Gr~unmar an ti
llb e t ttrl c .
Patl e rs nu'" El<'nt e uts f}f' Granunar and
COIUJH!S' Iinn,
Stnll thll'll's Ne'v lntrll re tnal Aa·Uhrncllr.

'l'BE ELI·. M.-:N'l'S OF t\LOEBI'tA.
Tbl ~ book h1k been Yen· en rcfu II,. re\'ise<l. A II
THE Col\IPI.EL' E ALOEUHA.
I he narscti\•t> leHtures w'hich mtule this the most
Thi!' is not at-book serie<: of A lg<"llras. ns t he
popular l nt.('llectual Arithmetic of its dar h:\\·e
Complete and J!Jifm,·utx of Alwlwa Nr!•the ~nuw, 1
been rctnhcd.
•
pag-e for p11ge us fa r ns the ECementanJ goe .
Ne w ~ e ri es G c a·ma n 'l'rx t-B no k s.
'l'hcse Rlg-(•bra~ nrc simple nnd cleun cut, with
By Prot. H. J. l::khmitz. bJ/t'ml'lltll nf tlw Gerfresh nnd at tnwtiYc examples.
man LaiiU!W!)P . - Fir I and ::;econcl Hook>" nn w
SllCldnn 's w tn ·d S l ud i l.'K.
r!'ady. The two pl\rts will be bound togetbm·. and
This is the b1•st nnd mo t useful .. pel ling noolt

ever

p11b l i~IH'O.

D a·. E H•o y J:tl. A VC I'Y' S
ri e~ .

Pla y ~o~i c al

S c ienc e S e •

also solrl sepnrntel)-.
Dt·. D • .J. Hill'" Uh ct ori :·, L n::; i r, a n d
P•ych nJu;ry.

SHELDON&. CO. , 185 AN0187 WABASH AVE , CH I CAGO .

r
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ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

B. F. PERRINE,

Ruling, Printing, Binding,
ll a)paraiso, fl)dial)a.
We Manufacture a line of TABS, SMALL BLANKS, STUDENTS NOTE BOOKS, REPORTING BOOKS, GRAMMAR BOOKS, SCRATCH BOOKS, ETc. For use in schoc1ls.
Manufacturing Commercial Blanks FOR THEORY IN SCHOOLS is our specialty. Our

line for Schools is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks made.
They a: e now imitated by many other manufacturers. To avoid this imitation, see that each sheet
of paper is water marked, "Sunny Side Mills." In this line we make a JouRNAL, LEDGER, DAY
BooK and CASH BooK, ~ quire paper, pressboard cover, listed at 10 cents each. In leather and
marble papt r, board bindings, 12 ~ cts, per quire. Crown cap, heavy paper, leather back and
marhle papt r sides, over-reaching covers, digit line ruling, ~ and ~ page Accounts in Ledgers,
and indexed on edge, 16YJ cents per quire. Same in cloth in place of marble paper, but with
leather corners, 25 cents per quire 48 pages per quire. Our line of Notes, Drafts, Receipts, Checks
and other blanks have been so extensively called for that we are making engraved forms, giving
the appearance of lithographic work. These are listed at $5.00 per 100 books, 36 in a book. Our
Bills Payable and Receivable, Bill Head Tabs and Bank Pass Books are the same price, 5 cents
each.

For Banking,

we make,CASH BOOK S, COLLECTION REGISTERS,

T ICKLERS , DISCOUNT BoOKS , LEDGERS, AND INDIVIDUAL LEDGERS.

Also~ SIX-COLUMN JOURNALS, LUM BER BOOKS, and

Special Rulings of any kind made to order.

Growell' sRed Line Poets
Full Gilt, Retail Price $1 .25 each .

•Slal)dard 12 Mos.•
RETAIL P R I CE $1. 0 0 E ACH.

IN CLEARANCE

ALE

To reduce our present stock preparatory to entering
ou r new bulldlng.

We offer any ofthe above I 2 mos in good
condition at 25 c. each, or any of Crowell's Red Line Poets at 50 c. each.
The wholesale prices of these books are, (as all dealers know ,) 28 and 55 cents respectively,.

Special prices will also be given on Teachers Levant Bibles.
B. F. PERRINE, Book Seller and Stationer,
V a! paraiso, lnd.

THE STUDENT.
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~ool\s

full of Gife and Cfhought.

W~rttworth B Arit~nt~ti12s.

St i12 k~~~Is Wor d b~ VJ ord.

Their motto is mastery, their method is learn to
do by doing.

An improved spelling course in two numbers.
Conservative and original.

1

P'\opl:gorpe ry's ~rperiGop jz1isl:orkJ.

Ellemenl:ory l;.essons in Elpglisb.

A panorama of the leading facts, their causes
and their results.

Bright, practical and interesting at every stage
of the course.

::farbell's

Sti12kn~~~ s r\~od~rs .
Best in idea and plan, best in matter and make,
best in interest and results.

Clossi12s for

Childr~n.

Choice literature, judicious notes, large type,
firm binding, low prices.

l;.essons ip l;.angua~e.

Expression through written forms made as natu ral as thought and speech.

:fbe ~ew Nal:iopal tv\usiG Gourse,
Studied by more pupils th an all other regular
courses togethP.r.

NEW YORK.

BOSTON.

JUST PUBLIS.H ED,

HOUSTON'S
NE'W

CHICAGO.

THE

7\,merican 8~stem
*--of Shorthand.
To supply the increasing demand for stenographers, schools of shorthand and type writ-

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.

ing have been established in various parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions, all business colleges nowhave a "departmentofshort-

NEW PLATES, NEW MAPS, NUMEROUS
NEJV ILLUSTllATIONS.

hand." A number of systems are taught, but

Rt!vist!d to accord wit/a tht! latt!st lltat or Benn Pitman is more gen.
erally used 1/aan ""'"Y otlur in this
tt!achings or science.
Houston's New Physical Geography is the reali- country, and may be called tlte

zation of what a text-book on this subject should
be. It is a book that will gladden the hearts of ~'.J1n1erica11 Systen•."-Extract from the
teachers and pupils. It is concise, comprehensive, .Report of the Commissioner of Education (Wasltup to the times, and in every respect an ideal
ington, D. C.), for tlte year I 887-88, page 927.
text-book.
A copy of the book fo1' 61Ca1nination will 1>e sent
by mail, post-11aid, on receipt of $1. :J5.

For further information, please address

Eldredge & ,Pro.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

For catalogue of shorthand publications by
Benn Pitman and Jerome B. Howard, address

The Phonographic Institute,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

THE
NEW

AMERICAN
YOR~HICA~~l\TCil\INATI BOOK

J

PUBLISHERS OF SCHOOL
AND COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS.

00~11")

ANY.

THE AMERICAN EO~K COMPANY Publishes Exclusively School ~nd College Text Soaks, i~ps &Ch,rts:
including those so well known to the educational public as

THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
APPLETONS' EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
THE ECLECTIC EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
HARPERS' EDUCATIONAL SERIES.
_Our immense li s~ of popular school ~ooks offers opportunity for the selection of just such texts
as w!ll meet the reqmrements of any particular school or class. New books have recently been ad ded in almost every branch, and our list is a catalogue of all t~at is bes t in school book literature.
No schoo l board should adopt new books or arrange for supplies of hooks already in usc without
first corresponding with us for prices and terms. Correspondence from the West and orth -west
may b_e addressetl to our CHICAGO OFFICI£, zs8-z6o WABASI_l AVI!:NUE, and will receive prompt
attentwn.

ffiHE---------.
ADDRESS.

.1. ...A.:t:vi:E::@IO.A.::I::'J"

:BOO::E: OOJNi:F..A.J::'f-y-" _
in an honorable way and
Th Q RecOrd Made
upon the basis of merit is, natur·ally, a source of pleasure and pride. Hence we
congratubtte the author of Hyde's Practical
Lesl!!Oil~ In English upon the splendid record or
the series. ln the West this fall the book have
been int rocluccd into such cities as Detroit, Mich.;
St. Paul, Minn.; Janesville. Wis.; Sioux City, Iowa;
Kearney, Neb.; Kan us City, Kan.;tbeentirestatc
of Washington; Joliet, Ills.; and in Indiana, into
EvansvillP, Beclford, New Harmony, RuAhville,
Conner ville, Cambrillge City, Noblesville, Michi·
gan City, and into twenty or more counties. Uitics
and towns, in t/113 JYest alnne, having a total population of over 2,000,000 arc now using the books.
~ We

send FREE sample pages and an

258 and 2GO Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

VALPARAISO
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chi.
cago Railway, a main thoroughfare of the
--system known as--

·THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES.·
It is thereby in direct communication with Chicago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia City
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van Wert, I lelphos,
Lima, Upper Sandusky, Bucyrus, Man sfield,
Massillon, and Canton, 0.
On express trains Pullman Sleeping and Din ing cars are carried via Valparaiso to

PITTSB RG,
BALTIMORE,

outline of work in Language for all grades of
Primary, Intermediate and Grammar Schools.
W rite us for anything you seek.

D. G. HEATH aGo., Fnblishers.
E. E. SMITH,

185 Wabash Ave.,

Gen'l Western Agt.

CHICAGO.

WASIII GTON,
PIIILADELI'III
NEW \ 'O RK.
For complete information reganlin ~ rates of
fare and time of train , apply to
GEO. A. DODGE,
Tick t Agent. Valparai o, Ind.,
.JOSEPH WOOD~
E. A. FORD,
General Manager,
G('noral Pas cngcr Agt .,
Pittsburg, Pa.

T H E STUD ENT .
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CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
THE GREA.T 'J'RUNK LINE between Valparaiso and all
points East and West.
In [raveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that

comfort, speed and safety at lowfirst class service.

tickets read via above line, and secure
est rates compatible with
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Through Palace Sleeping cars between Chicago and 1 e w York-Trains 3, 5, 2, 6; Boston-Trains 3 and 4 ; Saginaw
Valley- Trains 5 and 4; Detroit-Trains 4 and 5. Trains 7 and 8 run tbi·ough solid between Chicago and New York .
Diulng Cars on Trains 3, 7, 2, 6 and 8.
For time tables, tickets. and furth er Information, apply to J . :\Ic CREE, Agent, Valparaiso.

GEO. B. REEVE.

W. E. DA.VIS,

•.rramc :.uanager.

G en. Pal!l!'l e uge r and Tic ket Agt.

NIC~L}UTE.

TQ.eNewJork.Chicago~ St1ouis R.R.

I
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The following is time corrected to June 1st, 18g 1.
Trains depart from and arrive at Union Railway Station, Van Buren St., Chicago, and 'N. Y., L. E. & W.
Ry. Station, Buffalo.

TRAINS HA.ILY
Except Snrulay.
BUFFALO.
CLEVELAND.
BELLEY E .
FOSTOH l A .
NEW HAVEN.
FT. WAYNE.
SOUTH WHITLEY •
CLAYPOOL.
MENTONE.
ARGOS.
KNOX.
SOU'l'H WANATAH .
VALPARA1::;0 .
HOBART.
HAMMOND.
C'HICAGO .

OOrNG EA T.
No. 2.
5 41)

P . ll.

10 40
7 5U
6 40

A . M,

....

No.4.

9 20
t.i35

520
2 01
130
12 36
12 06
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10 40
10 05
9 46
9 21
8 45
7 135
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......

6 Ofl P . M.
3oM
2 20
1 17
12 30 "
10 40 A.M.
907
8 l!'i "
; 13
606
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....

IDE UP.

Through tickets to all poitlts on sale at principal offices of the company at lowe t rat es for a ny
class of tickets desired. Baggage checked to destination.

LEWIS WILLIAMS,
Gen er al Supt.,

B. F . HORNER,
Gen eral P assen ger Agt.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.
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- - - . A . FULL LINE Q p - - - . .

~ot~et ~1:-U~~ anb ~1:-Q, ~1:-ug~
CAN BE FOUND AT

SlYliTH ' S, THE DRUGGIST.
FR-ANKI.-.~IN

jilt.~
-

S,..L-.,REET.

makes the best PHOTOGRAPHS and CRAYON
PORTRAITS in al l si zes and sty les at lowest prices.

~
Ple ase call and examine our samples whelher wishing work
......
_ _ _ _ _ _ __....'""---":::::::::> lone or not.
No. 27 Union St.,

COLLEGE HILL, Valparaiso, Ind.

HALE ALLEN,
- - DEALER

39 COLLEGE AVENUE,
VALPARAISO, IND.,

IN- -

Books, Stationery and Students' Supplies of all kinds, also wholesale agent for
-

- E. K. ISAACS' " IDEAL PENS."- -

Wl'tiTE FOR TERMS.

THE STUDENT
is issued the first of each month at the

N'ortherl) 11)dial)a Nor1Jla} School,
VALPARAISO, IND.
- - ) o( - J::v.1:

E.

EOG..A..RTE,

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER.

--)o(--

Subscription Price $1.00 a Year.

Single Copies 10 cts.

- - ) o( - -

- -SUBSCRIBE NO\AT.- Address

THE STUDENT,
VALl' ARAI S

I

I
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THE STUDENT .

'N. H. VAIL,
Watch

~ake

Repairing

Watches, Jewelry,

GarefullyQone.

Silverware, Clocks,
etc., etc.

I WANT THE STUDEN T S • TR A DE ,

and to get it, keep in my stock of

Wh~n ~ou

go to g~t ~our l~tt ~ rs,

drop in and see the beautiful new store of

E\oots and 8ho€s
seve ral lines especially
HE KEEPS TilE FINEST AND FRESHEST

o- -A D A FT ED , - - o

for good wear and neat style,

TO STUDENTS' NEEDS.
J. F . T .II L C OTT ,
NO. 9 WEST MAIN ST.

STUCK OF

CANDIES, TOBACCOS AND FRUITS
- T O BE FOUND IN VALPARAISO.-- ( I -

2 Doors South of t1ae P. 0. , Wa!;hin gtou St.

SPECHT & FINNEY,
~•• a••~•••

~~h~ ~o~ij ~~@w ~~@ fo~®~~ ~o~@

j©lfl ~&o~@~o~~ 9
STO

E. rT,

R •, N •

©f

.=,s-.

f&~~r ~wo~o~~~

®~®If! ~tr@M~~~ ~© ~~® (f;o~ro

r.s 1'1<: 1l Tn

T.T.

' D E .·

\IT

E OU R . T

C'l'.--

I

I

l':l

AiJ VERTiS-'N G DEPAR TMENT.

W • G . LETHE){ MAN The old est e st a blished and most
.
C'::::l
J r eliable dr ug store in V a lparaiso.
D R U G-G- I~ TCot·n e r .llJain and Was hin g ton Sts.
- - - G O TO________.

W. G. WtNpLE,

J W. flYLESIJIORTH

~taple

FOR T :::S::E

W. L. Dou2IGt8
Fi N E SHOES~~
J1<l)~ \Oel)WJ.lil~®.~lll

~asc 8boe Sco re

wm.dl

DELICIOUS P I ES, CAKES , COO K IES
AND CANDIES, AL W A VS FRESH.

It~\D.il~~~

Just the place to get ~ toothsome lunch put up.

W. MaiD Sc.

s . E . Corn e r

NO _ 21 _

(S,f1,a,~,. S. ~~Vz:.c~,
-Boots and Shoes,·

--CONS I STJN(~

NORTH SIDE COlJR.T HO USE . -

01'--

A FULL LINJJ: OF STUJ)JJ:NTS' SUP P LIJJ:S .

! huy and se ll ror cash.
My goods come direc t
from manufacturers. I can offer you a larger
assortment and lower p rices than most
shoe stores in towns of this size.
R epnirin g n specialty.

J.U a in & Franklin S ts .

New and Second Hand Books, St ationery, Inks, Pens, T ablets, Blank
Books, Drugs, Lamps, Notions, etc.

Ko. 7 Eas t .Jr:lain St.,
-

and l!anGy &.PoGeFies,

F i ne Lantps and Glassu,arc.

Orders for Books and anything k ep t in our line
promptly llllecl by
T H E LI G IITCAP <:O llJ.PJ1NY,
5 6 C:t l l«'gc A vc. , opp1mit<• Colle~-:c Building,

First class work at lowest prices

Valt>aa•al!olll• Ind.

=====GUARANTREO.=====

MUDGE'B GAlrliERY,
OF VALPARAISO,

Ii . .. Heineman, tho []Fuggist,
-:F'O:B--

1

is kno wn fo r mil es a round, as produc- j A C3 o~plece ~lne 0 ~ Artiscs' tv\ al:eriC'Is,
in g th e hi g hes t grade of Ph otogr aphNO.4 W.tlHTliNGTOl'¥ :!)'.£., VA I .L'AU. IISO .
ic Art.
CAREFUL AND SKILLFUL DENTAL WORK AT
MODERATE PRICES .

DR. H. N. RENNER,

'M. 1\.

BOOKS, S T A TIO NE R Y , PERIODIC,\.L ,

DENTIST,

~GEO.

AN D MUS I CA L IU E R C H AN DI SE .
l~DJA::\A.

VALPARAISO,

galisburlf,

- n K .\t.Y.R r x -

INDIANA .

VALPARAISO ,

T.

I-I. PA GELS,

PROPnlETOn OF

Livery, Bonrd and

ale Stable ,

LA F AY ETTE ST . 1 OP P . C ENTRAL HO USE 1

VALPARAISO, IN D .
-G OOD R I OS AT IlEAS O N .rlBLE lt. ! TES.-

the well known cutter, ha started a new Tailor
Shop on Monroe . 'trect, seconcl h ouse in
- - t h e Vineyard.--
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l.?agin C) Jyta guire, DENTISTS_
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1"'HE S T UDENt'.
"l advise all parents to h ave their boys and girls taught sh orthand wri ting and type -wri'tin g.
A stenogr apher who can type write his notes would be safer from poverty than a great Greek scholil. r ." - C H ARLES R EADE, on " T he Com ing Man. "

r-rhe IIighest
I~e"'r elopment

'"\JVriting

of· the

~achine

is t1'1e

Remington $tandard Typewriter.
T h e only award made by th e Paris Exposition for improvements in typewriter
mechanism, was a b ron ze medal p resen ted to Mr.
K. J enne, th e supe rintend ent of the Remingto n factory .

"r·

-

The W. S, &E. FARAGON

RIEaON~

are warranted to give ~atisfaction. -

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
175 MONROE STREET, CHICAGO .

School Supplies.
CITY TEACHERS , OR COUNTRY TEACHERS WHO MAY NEED APPARATUS
OF ANY KIND , SUCH AS

~Maps, Globes, Gharts, l{indergarten Supplies,~
or a nything else in the line of school supplies or

Information Concerning Anything Connected with the same,
will save money and ti me by add ressing

Tne GhioaJo Book and Sohool Soppl~ Co.,
814 CLARK STREE'"I1

CHICAGO, ILL.
YOUR LETT ER

WILL RE EIVE ll\1 1EDI TE ATT ENTION.

t',

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

-

9

AND -

:BuSI~ESS

IbrSTITuT:EJ?

VALPARAISO, INDIANA,
Has just closed the most prosperous year thus far in its history.

It

The prospects for the future were never so flattering. Educators, and those desiring to attend
school are becoming more and more convinced that the school does precisely what it promises
to do, and that a thorough practical education can be acquired here for less money
than at any other place in the land . This is now the

[L&rr~@~~ [Nl@~ffi~~ ~©~@@ij 0~ ~~® lUJ ijQ{t®@l ~{t&~®~o

$75.000 WILL

B~

EXPENDED

in buildings and improvements. Among these will be a Chapel Hall that will seat at least 2,
000 people ; a room especially arranged for the work in N atural Science ; the laboratory
in arrang~ment and equipment will be one of the most complete found at any institution ; a room
for the department of Pharmacy; a room for applied M athematics ; a room twice as large
as the present,for the Library ; a room for Phonography and Typewriting.
This department is in charge of Actual Court Reporters, hence offers advantages not found at many schools.
The Actual Business department of the Commercial department has been increascrl by a
room 30x9o ft, and supplied with a complete set of offices,making three sets in all, the most exten sive line of offices ever attempted by any Business College.
The Music Hall has been greatly enlarged and refurnished. The advantages here for the
study of music are not surpassed by any Conservatory even in the large cities.
Beside~ this
the expense here is not one third so great.
These with many other improvement will be made during the summer and autumn. W e are

determined to give the very best possible advantages at the lowest rates.
Tuition, $8 per term. Good board and well furnished roo m, 1. 70 to $1.90 per week. The
accommodation at the e low rate are so sati factory that the large majority of those who attend
avail themselve of the advantages thus offered. Catalogues and circular giving full particulars
mailed frte.
Addre. s

H. B. BRO'V 1 Princip l,
or 0. P. KI
EY, As.
iat Prin ip l.
CALENDAR : Fall T erm opened Sept. 1, 1891. First Winter T erm, Nov. 10.
Second W inter Term, January 19, 1892. Spring Term, March 29. Summer or R eview T erm, J une 7.
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THE S T UJJ.ENT.

neneral nrant's Memoirs--OFiJinal ~7 .00 edition for 30 cents.
No book, excepting the Bible, has ever had such a sale in the United States as Genera l Grant's
Memoirs. 650,000 copies have already gone into the homes of the rich, hut the subscription price
of $7 .oo has placed it beyond the reach of people in moderate circumstances.
If 65o,ooo p eople
hav~ been willing to pay $7.00 for Grant's Memoirs, t!tere must be a couple of million people in the
United States who w ant tltem, and will jump at the opportunity to buy them at the low figure he re
offered .
vVe will send you General Grant's Memoirs, publisher's original edition, best paper, clo th, green
and gold binding, hitherto sold by subscription at $7 .00,

and absolutely a proposition such as has never been made in the history of book publishing.
T he
two splendid volumes of Gran t's Memoi rs, of wh ich 65o,ooo copies h ave been already sold - not a
cheap edition, but th e best-for 30 cen ts; providtd you send your subscription to THE STUDENT
for one year, and also a subscription of $3.00 for the CosMOPOLITAN MAGAZINE, the brightest and
cheapest of the great illustrated monthlies, itself equal to the best $4.00 magazine.
The CosMOPOLITAN is enabled to make this offer because of the purchase of 6oo,ooo volumes at
a price whiclt even puMishers 1.vould deem impossible, and 1.vith tlte idea of running up its circulation
to lwif a million copies . By contract with the CosMOPOLITA we are enabled to offer our readers
a share in the low price obtained through the largest purchase of books ever made in the history of
the world .

If, however, you have Grant's books, the COSMOPOLITAN'S offer will permit you to take in.stcacl,
Gen. Sherman's Memoirs, 2 vols. , sold by subscription for $5.00
Gen. Sheridan's Memoirs, 2 vols., sold by sub cription for 6.00
Gen. McClellan's Memoirs, sold by subscription for ..... . .. $3. 75
All of these are bound in cloth, gree n and gold, in uniform style with Grant's Memoirs.
The CosMOPOI.TTAN and ' TUDENT are sent postage prepaid, but the postage on the books, at the
rate of Yz cent per ounce, m ust be remitted with the order : Gen. Grant's Memoirs, g6 oz.-48
cents; en. Sheridan ' s Memoirs, 92 oz.-46 cents; Gen. Sherman's Memoirs, 84 oz .-42 cents;
Gen. McClellan's Memoirs, 48 oz. -24 cents, or the books can be sent by expres at the expense
of the subscriber.

end us at on ce $3.00 fo r year's ubscription to the Co MOPOLITA , $r.oo
for year's subscription to THE STUDE T, and 40 cen ts for a set of Memoirs- 4· 40
in all-to which add postage on the particular set of Memoirs selected.
If you are not acquainted with THE o WPOLITAN send a postal card to the
publishers, Madison quare, ew York City, for a sample copy.
Address
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SHAKESPEARE IN THE SCHOOLS.

*

10.

IV.

Hamlet.
H. N.

A

ND so th e scene goes on.
They
have recovered their self possession, but their words are not intended
to express their real meaning but to conceal it. Bernardo tells Francisco to
get himself to bed, as if his presence
would disturb the serenity of his own
meditations; but immediately requests
him to hasten Horatio and Marcellus,
who were to stand with himself, if he
!!hould chance to meet them . Of course,
we are in the secret and know why he
wishes Francisco gone and Horatio and
Marcellus present. He is not the only
thing that seems to be keeping guard
over Denmark.
"Twice before and
ju-mp at that dead hour" something had
gone by his watch, whose solitary companionship was not to be desired. But
that little platform in front of the castle
was not the only place in Elsinore haunted by spectral forms. Across the platform where every soul kept ward and
watch over its own treasures, they stalked; and every soul had cried, as Ham let cried, "Save me and hover o'er me
Copyright I8gi.

CARVER.

with your wings, you Heavenly powers."
And so the contagion spreads,-the
contagion of smothering every one his
own thoughts. The coolest head and
the bravest heart in all Elsino re fell for
a time to concealing one thing in his
heart and keeping another open on ~is
tongue, - Horatio upon whose faithful
and imperturbable breast Hamlet learned to lean his aching head with such
absolute trust and who at last consented to absent himself from felicity awhile
that a wounded name might not live
behind his unhappy friend. \Vhen he
first comes upon the platform with Bernardo and Marcellus and th ey wish to
tell again the story of the apparition,he
says, "Well, sit we down, and let us
hear Bernardo speak of thi s," as if a
tedious hour was to be gone through
with and might as well be worn out in
thi s way as any other. But we are not
d eceived. \Ve know him, noble fellow
that he is. He is "one who se blood
and judgme nt are so well commingled,
All rig!tts reserved.
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'that he is not a pipe for Fortune's finger to sound what stop she please,"one with such solid stuff at the basis of
his character that the storm-shattered
bark of Hamlet's soul shall find in him
an anchorage safe against wave and
storm. But with all this, his indifference there upon the platform does not
mislead us and did not mislead his two
friends,-he is only whistling a little
in his own ear to keep up his own
courage.
And afterwards when the
apparition has come and gone, and he
has "the sensible and true avouch
of his own eyes" for its reality, Marcellus asks who it is that can tell him
the meaning of what they have seen,
and Horatio answers, "That can I,"
but puts in the qualification, ''at least
the w!zisper goes so." He then goes
off into an explanation of Denmark's
trouble with Norway, and embodies his
explanation in a sentence so long and
involved that a lawyer's clerk would
grow weary reading, and so technical
that it might be mistaken for part of a
lawyer's brief. But we are much obligeel to him; again he has not misled us.
It was not his cool-headed unconcern
that carried him safely through the lab yrinth of his speech. \Ve see how it
is with him. He was afraid to take
breath, lest the thought struggling down
in his deepest breast should bubble
through the slight crust of cool words
which he had made over it. And when
he fancies that Bernardo has been
caught with the little deception, he can
no longer. restrain his thought completely. It breaks out in a dark hint: "A
mote it is to trouble the mind's eye."
Such, then, is D enmark, - "the un weed ed gard en that g rows to seed. "
And what mann e r of man is Prince llam let, when he first comes within the pur-

view of the drama? That we must now
try to make out.
When the king excuses himself to
Laertes for not proceeding promptly
against Hamlet for the killing of Polonius, he says one of his motives is "the
great love the general gender bear him."
Now, plainly Hamlet is not a great popular hero, to whom the people look for
leadership in war or politics, as they
looked to Napoleon, or to Caesar who
filled the coffers of Rome with the ransome of captives, her granaries with
corn for public distribution, and her
amphitheaters with beasts and gladiators for the entertainment of their savage tastes. The qualities which have
endeared him to the masses are internal
and not external, like those of the N azarene, which made the common people
hear him willingly, - a power to appreciate their hard lot and to sympathize
with them as they stagger on under their
sore burdens; it is what Prof. Seely calls
the enthusiasm for humanity, the basis
of the injunction to love one's enemies
and do good to them that despitefully
use and persecute, the basis, in fact, of
Christian ethics and the secret of the
remarkable power whi ch Christianity
had in overcoming the selfish systems
of the pagan world. And, so, from the
beginning to th e end of the drama, there
is not one word said in derogation of
Hamlet's character. All is praise and
commendation. The king calls him a
"mad young man," dangerous, a "beetic in the blood," and while he wishes
Laertes to believe that Hamlet is envious
of Laertes, he does not dare say so
till h e finds Laertes already in the trap.
"Th e queen his moth er lives almo st by
hi s looks," a nd wh en she r epo rts th e
killing of P oloniu s to th e kin g she says
Hamle t's "m adn ss like so me o re a m o ng
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a mineral of metals base, shows itself
pure." The king can find no better way
to inveigh Laertes into the plot of killing
Hamlet in a game of sword-practice,
than by declaring that he is so ''remiss,
so generous, and free from all contriving" that he will not "peruse the foils"
and Laertes may easily choose one without a blunted point. And so Laertes
does. In that touching scene in which
he sums up the character of Horatio,perhaps the most beautiful tribute one
friend ever paid to another,-he has
been giving the players their directions
and when they and Polonius and Rosencranz and Guildenstern all go out leaving him alone, he turns ancl calls with
such a sense of loneliness "What, ho,
Horatio," and Horatio replies, "Here,
sweet lord, at your service," and then,
placing his hands on Horatio's shoulders and looking into the eyes of his
friend he begins : '•Horatio, thou art
ev'n as just a man as e'er my conversation coped withal," and goes on uninterruptedly, save by Horatio's "0, my
lord"- to the last words, "Give me
that man who is not passion's slave, and
I will wear him in my heart's core, ay,
in my heart of hearts, as I do thee."
\Ve cannot listen to the calm and touching words without feeling that Hamlet
has here unveiled himself, and in describing his friend has shown us the
ideal of his own heart of hearts. And
what a pure and lofty ideal it is.
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chooses his friend for the sake of friendship, not for social or political advancement. It is the man, with certain
qualities of head and heart, and not the
accidents of wealth, or position, or
title, or influence, that this election
seals for himself. It is not the choice
of one who does not know what
wealth and position and title and influence are worth.
He has estimated
them, and when "thrift must follow
fawning," the price demanded is too
high. This, then, is Hamlet. He is a
man. He looks at anything; his judgment tells him it is such and such; and
that settles the matter with him. His
intellect reports the trut!t to him, not a
lie; and the truth is sacred, is holy; as
Plato said, he must needs worship it : a
lie is profane, is unholy, he must needs
hate it. And throughout all the drama,
there is no single act of his inconsistent
with this profession of his faith; and it
is this which has drawn every one to
him. He is sincere, he will not deceive
you, will not fail you; you know exactly where to find him, as the astronomer knows wh ere to find a star in the
outermost abysses of space. Friend after frien<l is untrue to him ; so great is
his tru st that when a doubt might
wrong any one, a messenger from another \vorld can scarcely fix the doubt
in hi s h ea rt. Friend after friend fails
him in his neeu; he never fail s any one.
\Vhen Ophelia, at the dictation of her
father, repulses him, he goes from her
"Nay, do not think I flatter;
presence perusing her face to see wheth For what advancement may I hope from thee,
That no revenue hast but thy good spirits,
er his ears have not heard wrongly, anrl
To feed and clothe thee ? Why should the poor with hi s hand over his eyes lest the
be flattered ?
blare of the sunshine make him see
No; let th e candi ed tongue lick absurd pomp,
wron
g ly. \\'h en convinced that it is all
And crook t11e pregnant hinges of the knee
too
true,
he says nothing,docs nothin g,
\V herc thrift may follow fawning . "
This may be a very i mpracti able but wave hi"i head thrice up and down
sort of man, but it is I Iaml et. II e in sorrowful re ognition of the truth;
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but he does not fail her. When those
who ought to have been true to her
have done their worst, and the "charitable waters have pulled her to muddy
death" and away from all the wrongs of
time, the accidents of place and birth;
and when she can be herself in the free
commonwealth of Death; then he
comes back and claims what he could
not claim in the rotten state of Denmark, the guardianship of her sweet
and gentle name. Amid the profane
gabble of the grave-diggers, how holy
his presence seems ; how it relieves the
terrible sense of wrong which we feel.
With all his keenness and coldness of
intellect, we know that the grave-digger
is no match for Hamlet did Hamlet care
to engage in a contest with him. And
in the wild stormy scene with Laertes
in the grave, how plainly we see that it
is only the last outbreak of the savage
elements howling around their united
lives; and though he goes away with
the bitter words upon his lips, "Let
Hercules do what he may, the cat will
mew and dog will have his day," we
know that Hamlet is triumphant; and
that hereafter their names are to be
united in a better world, the serene
world of pure thought and affection.
But sincerity is not the only attribute
prominent in his character. ·w hile the
eyes of those around him are keen, it is
only what is old and dying, the evil,
that they see. They are irreverent, because their eyes are turned backward
toward the flying shadows of the night,
not forward to the rising lights of the
morning. Hamlet too is blind, his eyes
must be forcibly opened and his head
turned before lze sees the e·z;ils that gird
him round. His intellect is as reverent as it is piercing ; and when he can
only be himself, the great mystery of

himself and the world bathes him in an
atmosphere of reverent love and trustfulness. Usually he seems to feel through
a sense denied to others whatever goes
on around him, and we see him only in
a world which is not his own. But once
he wakes up and for a brief moment is
himself. He has been for a little while
lost in the darkest meditations, has been
making an inventory of the things which
make calamity have so long life. He
has been debating the question whether
it is not better to die and end the heartache ; the ills of the present life seem
so inscrutable, so utterly different from
what lte would expect, that he concludes
it is better "to bear those ills we have
than fly to others that we know not of."
As the darkness settles down upon his
soul, he looks up suddenly and his eyes
fall upon Ophelia. For a moment he is
Hamlet breathing the atmosphere of his
own world of loving trust, and there
fall from his lips the most beautiful
words ever spoken about a woman:
"Soft you now,
The fair Ophelia! Nymph in thy orisons
Be all my sins remembered."

Such, then, is Prince Hamlet, who comes
back from the cloistered life of Wittenberg to take part in the obsequies of his
father and the seething, insincere, rotten
life of Elsinore. Is not the end plain
from the beginning? Given such conditions, and either spiritual death or insanity must be the end. For such a
man as Hamlet, who has drunk so deeply of the pure waters of the intellectual
life, there is no choice. vVe are not to
understand that the end must be driveling idiocy. But when one cannot adjust his own thoughts into harmony with
the world around him, can find nothing
around which his affections may twine
themselves and have life by mutually
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giving and receiving life, he is insane.
If a person could be placed in a world
where the multiplication table would not
always give the same results, he would
become insane. This is the explanation of the remarkable fact that among
the earlier peoples their prophets and
poets were always regarded as insane.
Sir William Hamilton quotes a Hindu
legend that one of their gods once took
on a glorious human form and dwelt
among men, only to be regarded as a
monster and insane ; and we know how
many times the accusation of having a
devil was brought against the blameless
life that ''breathed beneath the Syrian
blue." This is the insanity which fell
so hopelessly upon Hamlet; an intellectual nausea which manifested itself in
bitter words; a hesitancy and turning
from one thing to another, because his
intellectual predictions could come true
only on the conditions of his assuming
that in Denmark at least one might
smile, 'and smile, and still be a villain.
Tlzat he could not always do save when
he was in the presence of the villains and
saw them smile. \Vhen he is with Horatio, he is sane. The shadow of his
dark fortune is, indeed, upon him like
an inky cloak; but his sorrows are seen
through such a long perspective, pusheel so far away by the presence of the
one friend whom he knows and can
trust, that they seem only to call out his
wonderful delicacy and comprehensiveness of mind; and he seems equally
happy, whether his thoughts are playing
with the lightest and airiest touch
around some flower of fancy, or searching the roots of the deepest and darkest
mysteries. It i only when he is with
the king or Polonius, or the shallow
courtiers, that his thoughts take on that
terrible irony which strikes and burns
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like the lightning; and the sea of his
thoughts begins to heave till he goes off
alone, where one of those storms which
seem elemental breaks forth and lashes
it into a fury of passion.
It would hardly be the proper thing
before an American audience to close
such a disct.lssion without at least asking
the question, what does it all amount to,
what use is there in studying such a
character as Hamlet? Let us change
the question a little, and ask why it is
that the character has such a fascination for every one ?
He never inaugurated any great movement, social or political, for the bettering of his people. He gives no hint
that he could have managed a convention or conducted to a successful issue
a political canvass; while the distracteel multitude loved him, he was fatally
defective in the gift of organizing them
and controlling their actions. There is
no evidence that he would have made a
great editor or a great lawyer, or a great
preacher, or a politician, small or great.
He would probably never have inventeel a telephone, or a printing-press, and
his name was, doubtless, not often seen
in the court calendar, though he was
"The expectancy and rose of the fair state,
The glass of fashion and the mould of form,
The observed of all observers."

He had few of the qualities necessary to
a popular leader or a useful public
functionary. Ile was little more than
a target for "the slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune"; he was indeed the
center about whi h all the forces of
Denmark gathered; his voice was sel clom silent, though his longest speeches
were little more than "wild and whirl ing words.''
Yet, abatin g all these
things, his words arc upon the lips of
multitudes who never heard the "veni,
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GROGAN'S DISAPPOINTMENT.

vidi vici"; and his thoughts are ministering angels to thousands of hearts
heavy in spite of the Rubican and the
Capitol.
Why is this,-why do men
take him to their altars, and let the
Ca.esars and Alexanders sleep on in their
tombs ? We love Hamlet for himself,
because he was Hamlet. In this nineteenth century we have been sitting in
the work -shops and listening while' the
robed priest Carlyle preached the gospel of toil and taught us "the infinite
conjugation of the verb to do." No
doubt at all, the lesson is a very needful one and a very impressive one. He
has done nobly, who has learned it;
and is one of Nature's noblemen, who
has really done some needful work. But

to be is a higher thing than to do; and
while we give our homage and admiration to the noble man or woman who
can do, we give our love to the noble
man or woman who can be. The drift
of things, the slow but mighty sweep of
the central Power which guides the
flowers, and the stars, and the hearts of
men, is away from the characters of
King Claudius and Polonius brooding
and hatching their serpent-eggs, and toward the character of Mamlet taking no
anxious thought for the morrow, how it
shall come, - with sorrow and pain, or
like the ''Morn in russet mantle clad",
-only convinced that "the readiness
is all".

GROGAN'S DISAPPOINTMENT.
HoN. MARK

A

MOS Grogan was a man of "sperrit." He not only claimed it for
himself, but his neighbors conceded it
to him. In the vocabulary of that re gion, "sperrit" was a very comprehensive word. It meant a combination of
the industry, judgment, physical strength
and endurance necessary to success, with
a personal courage that punished an insult to one's self or family with a blow
or a bullet, as its character might demand. He was a "man of his word,"
in the full sense of the term. The estimate the neighbors put upon his integrity was well voiced by quire Crawley
on one occasion.
At a merry-making where "applejack" and "peach " had flowed so freely
that th e blood of so me of th e youn g
men had bee n wa rm ed to the ri gh tin g
p oint, pi sto l shots had be n xc hanged

L.

DEMOTTE.

and a serious wound inflicted.
The
matter was of sufficient dignity to bring
the prosecuting attorney up from Griggsville, the county seat, to look after the
interest of the commonwealth.
The 'squire thought that the prisoner
had been a little more profuse with powder and lead than the circumstances
justified, and he ordered him to give
security in the sum of $3oo for his appearance at the next term of the Circuit
Court. A moment of silence followed
the announcement of the judgment
which Grogan broke by saying:
"He'll be thar, 'squire."
"All right," said the squire, "Cote's
adjourned."
" But your honor," said th e prosecutor, "the pri one r mu st give a b o ntl for
hi s app earance."
" (; rogan sa id he'd be th a r a n' h e' ll
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be thar, '' added the 'squire. "l don't
know how it is down at Griggsville, but
up 'yer Grogan's word's as good as his
bond. Cote's adjourned."
The quieter portion of the people
sometimes criticised him a little because
of his fondness for horse-racing, bowery dancing, and like amusements, but
they went no farther with it than Elder
Browder, of the Coon Creek Baptist
Church, who said:
"Grogan's a good man, a mighty
straight for'ard one, but he's a leetle
too fond uv hilarity fur a Babtis."
At the time the events we propose to
relate were transpiring, Grogan was
very proud of two things, "The Bowl,"
and a boy baby.
''Thar ain't another sich a spot in
Kaintucky as "The Bowl," he was in
the habit of s'aying, " an' wen you've
said thet air you've said all, fur Kaintucky is the ge-yarden of the world."
"The Bowl," as it was known far and
wide, was the home Grogan's "sperrit"
had made for himself and family in the
,Cumberland range, in southeastern Kentucky, a good day's journey northward
from the famous Cumberland Gap. It
was indeed a beautiful spot. On the
southeast, Browning's Ridge, or as it
was familiarly called, "Old Brownie,"
rose up abruptly many hundred feet.
For a mile it presented a front almo st
as straight as if the huge rocks of which
it was composed had been laid by a skillful mason.
The power which had thrown it there
had broken the various strata in a series
of steps, each crowned by a luxuriant
growth of timber, presenting the appearance of a giant stairway carpetell
with green. Opposite this the mountain
curved northward in horseshoe form,
th sides sloping upwards for nearly a
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mile to an overhanging ledge of rocks;
the whole resembling the half of a broken bowl, hence its name.
The semicircle that formed the bottom contained a hundred acres of comparatively levelland ; the sloping sides,
three hundred more, to the clearing and
cultivation of which Grogan had devoted his life. It was the largest and most
valuable farm within a radius of twenty
miles.
In the center of the bottom of ''The
Bowl" was a large two-story hewed-log
house, with accompanying orchards and
outbuildings, where Grogan lived and
dispensed a hospitality unusual, even
for that hospitable country.
Of the boy baby he was especially
proud. His first birthday had arrived,
and there was a barbecue at "The Bowl"
in honor of it. At Grogan's invitation
the people for miles around had gathered in the grove near the house to make
merry. With the child in his arms he
went about welcoming each fresh arrival.
"This is the son an' arr," he would
say. "I'm gittin' him acquainted with
his neighbors. l-I e's goin' to be owner
and perprietor uv The Bowl some day.
He's a boy uv sperril too, I tell you.
Hit crapped out on him afore he wuz
thre e weeks ole. Yes, sir; he's a boy
uv spcrrit."
"You folks as has lots uv boys or' to
be proud uv 'em, an' I'm sho' you
air, but hit don't stand to natur' that
you kin be quite as proud as I am uv
this'n. Thar ain't none uv you fixed as
I am. You hain't got sich a passel uv
gals as I have, you kn ow."
"Some uv you has knowecl me an'
M arthy ever se nce we come 'yer an'
ommenced to cler upThe Howl. lar thy, the oldest, you know, named fur
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her mother, come the fust yer. Then
Hanner Ann, then Tood, then Car'line,
then Becky, an' then Gin, only a leetle
mor'n a yer apart. Wen I seed Gin, I
§ays, Good Lord-a-mighty Marthy,how
many mo' gals is thar to be? She jist
flared right up, fur she's a woman uv
sperrit, mind I tell you, an' says she,
'Git along with you, ef you don't want
the gals I do, an' I don't want no complainin' nuther, fur I hain't the sayin'
whether they shell be gals ur boys, no
more nur you."
"Lord bless you, I did want 'em
though. They wuz as welcome as anngels, but I kinder honed arter a son an'
arr, you know. Then come Mary Jane,
then Bet, then Lide, an' then Mandy,
an' ther ain't finer gals in Kaintucky ef
they air mine. Then they stopped a
comin' fur seven yers. Long afore the
seven yers wuz up I'd done give up all
hope uv a son, an' arr, an' while I
thought the good Lord hed used us ruther shabby, I 'spected mebbe He mout
know more about what wuz best fur us
than I did myself.
"A yer ago to-day this leetle feller
come, bless his heart, an' I reckon you'll
b'lieve me wen I say thar wuzn't two
prouder people in Kaintucky than Marthy an' me. She named him. Says
she, 'hits Amos Grogan, junior. He's
come fur us to lean on wen we git old."
"I says to her, Marthy, says I, I'll
sell the roan colt to-morrer, an' he's the
best uv the three yer ole's, an' put the
money out at intrust fur our son an' arr.
Mor'n that yit, says I. Every yer I'll
sell a hoss, ur leastways a critter uv
some kind, an' put the money out fur
him. Mor'n that yit, says I, if the good
Loru lets me an' the boy live, I'll give
a barbacue on his birthday tell he's
twenty -one."

"This is the fust one, frien's. That
three yer ole a roastin thar is jam upno better beef no whar. Hit's fur you,
an' hit'll be done to a turn by noon.
You know whar the bar'ls is. The furdest one's whiskey; the kag in the middle's peach. Thar's a tub uv honey by
it. They're both six yer ole.
The
other is apple-jack. Hit's a year older.
Hit's all fustrate. I made it myself.
Thar's cider fur the women folks an'
the children. Drink to the boy yer,
to Grogan's delight; that he'll make a
better man than his pap."
"I'm goin' to give my boy a better
chance than I had. I never had no
schoolin', you know.
Marthy's the
scholar uv the fambly. She's from ole
Virginny an' wuz two yers to a regular
bo'den school. She'll larn him at fust,
an' then he .may go to college ef he
wants to."
The dinner was followed by dancing
and other sports, and was heartily enjoyed. As they were going, Grogan extended a general invitation for the next
year. "Remember, hit's the z8th uv
September.
Ef it comes on Sunday
your'e invited fur Saturday.
Everybody's welcome, 'cept a Bramlett, an'
they wouldn't come ef I wuz to ax 'em,
an' I'm not goin' to ax em."
This annual birthday festival became
known as Grogan's Delight. It was as
much an institution in the neighborhood as Fourth o' July or Christmas.
If one wanted to fix the time of an event
and said "hit wuz a week afore," or
"hit wuz two weeks arter The Delight,"
it was designated with sufficient accuracy for the average inhabitant.
As time passed the boy did not develop as fast as the proud father wishThe truth is that between the
ed.
chicken pox, measles, mumps, and ague
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the little fellow had a hard struggle to
live at all. The Delight, however,grew
more popular among the people, and
the number in attendance increased anunally. Grogan was often forced to
apologize for the absence or the puny
appearance of the boy. "The po' leetle feller ain't well to -day. He's sick
most all the time. Hit's a great disappintment to me an' Marthy that he's
turnin' out weakly. He's the onlyest
boy uv 'leven children, an' hit's a disappintment."
By the time the tenth anniversary
arrived but little was said of or attention paid to the ''son an' arr" by the
guests at The Delights. ·without thought
of disrespect to child or parents the
people began to speak of him as the
"Disappintment," until outside of his
own family he was known by no other
name.
Amy, as he was called at home, was
the pupil of his mother until he was 13
years old. A three months' school was
taught in the neighborhood during the
winter. Grogan insisted the boy should
attend. It would give him "sperrit" to
be with boys of hi s own age. Almost
every evening Amy came home in tears,
with long stories of rough treatment
from his school fellows.
''Ef any man abuses you," said G ragan, "I'll tend to him ; but as to the
boys an' gals, ef you can't gin 'em as
good as they send, you'll have to bar
it."
At 16 he was a pale-faced, mild-eyed,
effeminate boy, no larger than the ordinary Io-year-old of the neighborhood.
The master said that he had accomplished all he could in that school, and
the mother proposed sending him away.
"I said he should hev all the schoolin' he'd take. Hit wuz right wen I said
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it, an' hits right now. Hits a pity he's
so weakly. Hits tuk all the sperrit out'n
him. He cries ef you pint your finger
at him. He'iii our baby, Marthy, an'
hit 'pears like he's never goin' to be anything el:5e. I don't like the idy uv his
goin' whar we can't nuss him an' keer
fur him. As a baby he's tuck right a
holt uv me. As a son-an' arr, he'sah, he's purty weakly. Folks kind 'o
spects, you know, to lean on a son an'
arr. The idy uv you ur me a leanin'
on Amy; hit ah, hit won't do. Hit
ain't hi s fault nur yourn nur mine, but
hit's all the same a disappintment."
His mother took him to Indiana and
placeu him at school. \¥i th the exception
of a few weeks' vacation each year he
remained at school five years, and in his
twenty-first year returned home, graduated, a big word for that neighborhood.
He was a tall, slender , pale, beardle ss young man, of scholarly appearance and habits. As to his physical appearance, Grogan put it forcibly when
he said : "He looks like a tater vine
growecl up in the shade." His father
gave him a handsome horse, saddle and
brielle, also a gun, with the injun tion
that he should spend the time until The
Delight in getting some meat on his
bones and some color in his face; after
that he would be of age and could do
as he pleased.
·
Amy gladly availed himself of the
leisure. He was without congenial ompanionship, and spent most of his time
on horseback and climbing about the
mountains. \Vhen inquiries were macle
as to "who the fine-dressed young feller
on the black hoss" was, or, "who wuz
that a-settin' way up on Rocky Pint
with a book?" the answer would be,
"Hit wuz Grogan's clisappintment, I
reckon a moonin' round."

PSYCHOLOGY-PERCEPTION.
Marthy, mighty nice. He's the makin'
uv a fustrate man sometime ef he kin
only git strong. We ortn't to 'spect a
weakly boy to hev sperrit,I 'spose." It
was evident that he regarded him as a
mere child.
(Concluded next montlt.)

There was a companionship between
mother and son which was a source of
great pleasure to both. Quiet, respectful, considerate of her slightest wish,
she idolized him. She never tired of
talking of his varied accomplishments,
to all of which Grogan would respond
pleasantly, "He's a mighty nice boy,

PSYCHOLOGY-PERCEPTION.
H. N.

CARVER.

J N these articles, all the psychological processes have been defined in
terms of consciousness, which at the
beginning was itself defined simply as
the mind's power of knowing its own
activities and products. Sensation was
defined as the mind's consciousness of
change from one state to another. No
doubt, this definition is somewhat
ideal, or logical, marking off a segment
of what Prof. James calls "the stream
of thought," in a way to meet the necessities of our thinking rather than any
thing that could be actualized in any
concrete observation of the stream. So
regarded, the sensations are wholly subjective in the psychological sense ; the
term is intended to exclude every thing
outside of the mind itself.
Any discussion of even nerve processes would
be physiological, and not psychological, or at least psycho-physical. When,
however, the mind assigns the sensation to something outside the mind as
cause, in other words, when an objective element is added to the subjective,
the process is called perception, and
the product, or mental state, a sensefeeling, sometimes a percept, though
we will keep this term for another thing.
This process of assigning the sensation

to some external thing as cause, is often
called localizing the sensation, by which
is meant assigning it to this or that
sense-organ, as the eye, or ear. In the
language of common life, it is knowing an attribute as belonging to some
external thing, as size, shape, color,
etc., as belonging to a tree.
'While it
is proper enough to call the sensations
raw materials of knowledge, it must be
evident that only perceptions can properly be called the units of knowledge,
since it is out of these that the great
body of our knowledge is formed. A
sensation cannot be thought of as constituting any proper part of our knowledge, until it is known as standing for
an attribute of something; and this
makes a perception out of the process
and a sense-feeling of the product.
If there is something on my table, I
may look at it, and find out many of its
attributes through the sense of sight, its
shape, color, etc.· I can find out others
through the other senses, touch, taste,
smell, etc. ·when the mind knows the
whole aggregate of attributes as belonging to one particular thing, and so constituting a unity, the process has reached its limit as perception, and this total product we will call a percept.
f
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course, these percepts, as totals, are
rather vague. The percepts of the same
thing by two minds at the same time,
or by the same mind at different times,
could hardly be similar in every respect;
the absolute sums of attributes would
almost inevitably be different. This is
worth bearing in mind, since these percepts are the real units of thought, and
any vagueness here will perpetuate itself in the complex wholes of thought
built out of the percepts, that is, in our
scientific ~now ledge, which is the knowledge that we use for guidance in all the
affairs of life.
It is hardly necessary to say, that the
actual percepts of every clay life are
necessarily of this imperfect kind ; that
is, they are not made up of the sum-total of attributes which all of the senses ·
might give. We see something, and usually sight alone must furnish the attributes which we must deal with at the
time; we do not have the opportunity
to find out what the other available
senses might supply. Could we try the
other senses, touch, taste, hearing, etc.,
the percept might be made vastly fuller
and more perfect. Often, too, we are
unable to detect what a single sense
might disclose. The writer once thought
he had a strange specimen of feldspar,
and showed it to others as such, simply
because he had not tried what attribute
it had, when tested with an acid or by
scratching. This suggests the difference there is between common off hand
observation and that more careful kind
practiced by trained scientific observers.
f course, in this form of observation there are involved higher processes than mere perception, yet simple
perception is present in its entirety.
Here, too, the value of the natural sciences as educational means becomes
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manifest; and here the trained teacher,
trained in the proper way, may do his
best work. The life of the child is almost wholly in this world of observation; the life of the man ought to be
largely in a world built out of the percepts of the child's world, yet a world
in which the percepts are vastly more
significant than the child's. To such a
botanist as Dr. Gray, the plants by the
roadside are other plants than those
that the rustic sees; and the same stones
preach different sermons to the geo lo gist and the clown. It is not only that
the child should form right habits of observation, he should know what to see
to make his seeing significant. As Faraday used to say, he should know what
to be on the look out for. There are a
thousand attributes belonging to any
given object, which have no significance,
since they have nothing to do with the
great worlds of science and aesthetics,
in which every one should make his
home ; and it is of the utmost consequence to the child that he shall not be
burdened at the beginning with a bundle of useless things which he must get
rid of, as the Pilgrim did, before he can
begin the real life. It was here that the
dismal failure was maclc by that old ed ucational fad, object lessons (rf'quicswt
in pace!) with its dreary humdrum of
question and answer, which emasculatecl at once thought and language.
The stock question was, 'hildren, what
have I in my hand? and the stock answer, You have an ear of corn; the
complete answer being insisted upon
with all of Falstaff's "damnable iteration." Of course, it is all well enough to
take common objects and have children
make out lists of their uses, etc. The
practice furnishes a drill in methods of
arranging topics of discourse; but such

EPITAPHS
objects as an ear of corn, or a chair, or
a lump of coal, are not the best for observation. There are very few of such
objects that have attributes which can
afterwards be incorporated into scientific knowledge, and which the child at
this stage of his mental development
can appreciate; and simply looking at
something for the sake of looking, is as
futile an exercise, as carrying a pile of
stones from one place to another for the
sake of having something to do. Botany and Geology furnish innumerable
objects for this kind of work, which in
the hands of a competent teacher, one
who really knows something of these
sciences and loves his knowledge, may
furnish real and genuine object-lessons.
There is not a flower which does not
have things that a child will see with a
living interest; and enough of them to
supply a summer's entertainment of
growth and development, which will go
with him to the end of his days, which
will never grow old, which will never
need outgrowing or casting aside, which
may be built upon as upon a foundation

of rock, and make for him a home to
dwell in, agallery of delight, and a temple of worship. Undoubtedly the teach er must have a good knowledge of his
subject before he can use it in this way;
but it is not so necessary that the knowledge shall be extensive, or accurate in
a pedantic sense, as of that real kind
which makes knowledge a part of life,
so thoroughly a part that it must be
communicated and shared. And so it
comes about, that it is not so much a
knowledge of methods that is needed,
as a knowledge of things, of things not
disjointed, but organic parts of one cooperating whole of parts.
It has not been thought desirable to
give any classification of percepts, or
refer to any of the interesting and perplexing questions which make this part
of the subject the battle-ground of the
theorists. For the classification, Baine's
Intellect is the fullest and best work;
for the speculative parts, Hamilton,
McCosh, and Porter, with the writers
referred to by them, may be consulted.

EPIT PHS.

J.

FRAI E RI CHARD.

ITERATURE has numerous departments, each distinguished by its
peculiar phases or types. Thought naturally dresses itself with appropriateness for the occasion which requires its
use. The rhetorical pomposity of a
Fourth of July oration would not be regarded wholly suitable for the solemn
message of consolation addressed to
mourning friends on a funeral occasion;
nor would the concise and barren language of a telegraphic message be strict-
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ly in harmony with the spread -eagle
efforts of a gushing sophomore. The
eternal fitness of things manifests itself
in all the diversified productions of the
human intellect, and yet there seems to
lurk in the mind the latent conviction
that epitaphs frequently contain a vast
deal of truth, notwith standing Byron's
ugly sneer"Believe a woman, or an epi taph. "

Funeral orations and epitaphs are, as
a rule, striking examples of the prone-
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ness of humanity to be guided by the
oft-repeated fallacy, ''Nothing concerning the dead but good." How much
better it would be to pave the maxim
enlarged and practiced, too, ' ' Nothing
concerning either the living or the dead
but truth." lVe should not then be compelled to admit the justice of Shakespeare's statement that"The evil that men do lives after them : the
good is oft interred with their bones."

Funeral ceremonies would be less frequently the occasions for purchased and
fulsome eulogies on the dead, and those
in charge would imitate the example of
the Roman orator: ''I come to bury
Ccesar, not to praise him."
To such an extent has the practice of
laudation been carried in the matte r of
tombstone inscriptions that it has be en
justly dubbed epitaphy ( epi taffy) . Th e
exception s have b een generally the efforts of wags and ju st critics and may
be taken as a wh olesome protest against
the nefarious practice.
Addison was a prince among literary
men, and yet his dome stic life was far
from being perfect, if any credence can
be placed in the sentimen~ said to have
been placed upon his wife's tomb :
Here lies my wife,
Here let h er lie;
She's now at rest
And so am I.

There is pr obably less of co mplacen cy in it than is fo und in the insc ripti o n
upon th e tomb of a fair dam sel wh ose
friend s, whil e app reci atin g th e blessin gs
of rest on the one ha nd, were humor ou sly mindful of so me in c on veniences
on the oth er. H e re is th e inscripti o n:
H e re lie our i\l ary nn at rest
Pi llowed now on Abraham' . brea. t;
lt's very nice for :\1 ary Ann,
But rather rough on Abraham.
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Upon a tombstone in an old Scotch
cemetery is found an inscription which
reveals an unusual degree of post-mortem felicity and restfulness, as well as
consummate skill in the use of appropriate words :
Here at length I repose,
And my spirit at aise is,
With the tips of my toes and th e end of my nose
Turned up to the roots of the dai sies.

In the Western Reserve of Ohio is a
tombstone which expresses filial regard
in metrical style, thus:
H e re lies our father beneath this sod;
His spirit has gnne up to his God.
We n e ver more sh a ll hear his tread
N or see the wen upon hi s head.

Every intelligent person has read with
g rowin g d eli ght that masterpi ece of En gli sh co mp ositi on, "Gray's El egy in a
Country Chur ch Yarcl," and has had
hi s atte nti on call ed to th e poe t's grac eful tribute to th e humbl e o ne wh ose lo t
was cast a mid lowly surro undin gs :
H e re res ts hi s he ad upon a lap of ea rth,
A yo uth tu fo rtun e and to fa me unkn ow n ;
F air Science frowned not at hi s humbl e birth,
But lelan choly marked h im for he r ow n.

Th e se r vices of th e wag o r pr o fession al rhy mes ter are fr equ entl y br o ught in to play in saying what others only dare
to think. The truth of thi s is illustrated in the subjoined stanza :
H e li e th h ere
Who li ed bef<ne;
But sin ce he lie th here,
H e lies no more.

C lose ly rela ted to th e fo regoi ng, b y
th e ti es o f co nsan g uin ity, was th e la wye r in wes tern P enn syl vani a, on ce rn ing wh o m some e vil ge niu s wro te this
epitap h :
} [ere li es poo r Sam, and what i trange
Grim d eath in him has wrough t no change;
li e ah1ay s lied, and he always will,
B e once lied loud but now he lies still.
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Here lies our darling little babe;
She neither cries nor hollers;
She lived but one and twenty days
And cost us forty dollars.

Some poor soldier in the campaign
against Corinth ia 1862 was remembered by a comrade in this quaint couplet:
Here lies Jim Crow
For all I know.

'Vhen the g~ld fever broke out in
849 the rush to California was very
Intemperance teaches its victims some
great. One of the ad venturers from an
important lessons which are very often
eastern state realized fully the truth of
learned after it is too late. It is just as
the declaration, "It is not good for
true in the mental and moral world as
man to be alone." In consequence of
it is in the physical world that "Whathis faith he married, in succession, three
soever a man soweth, that shall he also
courageous women, who dared to go to
reap."
the far west. After they had all died
This accounts for_the sentiment which
in succession, he concluded to provide
marked the final resting place of the ina suitable monument to perpetuate their
ebriate :
memory and to proclaim his good qualiBeneath these stones
ties as a husband. Collecting their reRest the bones of Theodosius Grim;
mains and placing them in a common
He took his beer from year to year
receptacle he erected a monument to
Until his bier took him.
their common memory. It contained
It is refreshing to witness some varithis unique inscription:
ation in the make-up of epitaphs. In
Stranger, pause and shed a tear,
the following will be exhibited a strange
For Mary Ann lies buried here,
combination of the spirit of mammon
Mixed in some mysterious manner
and parental affection :
With Nancy Jane and probably Hanner.
I

MONEY AND MORALS.
Au address delivered by CoL. HENRI WATTERSON before the Scientific Class of '91, Aug.
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AST winter as I was about setting
out to fill a round of lecture engagements I received a letter from an
old friend of mine saying that he had
seen it stated in the newspapers that I
was going to talk about money and morals, and adding regretfully that as he had
very little of either, he ·w ould come and
hear me.
Let me hope that those of you who
have done me the honor to ome h e re
to-night have not been brought out by
a similar state of destitution.
For, to
be in the beginning entirely candid and
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confidential with you, it is not my purpose in undertaking to state a few cases at an address, touching those great
forces of life and thought, to dwell very
long upon the economic aspects of the
one, or the abstract relations of the other. 'Vhatever my offenses may have
been in that regard on occasions past
and gone, it is my present wish rather
to avoid than to invite or provoke controYer. y, though as a matter of fact I
do not beli ve ince the clay. of the
bard who
"\Vrolc like an n.ngel and talked likl! pnorPoll,''
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a man has lived who could argue the
case better or more to his own satisfaction, whenever there happened to be
no one around to answer him or listen
to him, than I can myself.
And yet, on the other hand, if we
would only allow ourselves to see it,
there is scarcely a question, public or
private, that has not two sides to it, on
which some common ground might not
be reached by the men who seek earnestly and honestly to ascertain the facts
involved; and although agreement as
to conclusions might not always follow,
certainly much of the bitterness and
disagreement would be struck from the
record. Indeed, I am inclined to think,
that, as a rule, we are nearest to being
in the wrong when we are most positive
and emphatic. It was, you remember,
'Villiam Lamb, afterwards Lord 1\I elbourne, who said: "1 wish I could be
as sure of anythin g as Tom Macau lay
is of everything." A New England d eacon on our own side, put this same idea
wittily and suggestively, when,going out
of church on a Sunday, he observed to
a neighbor between whom and himself
there had been a coolness, "Brother
Jones, after listening to this long discourse of our beloved pastor on Christian charity, I think you and I ought
to shake hands and be friends again.
Now, as I cannot g ive in, you must."
That man was a humorist as well as a
philosopher, knowing perfectly well
that he was confessing himself to have
been in the wrong all the time.
So,
my friends, in what I am going to say
to you to-night I shall not at least be
problematical. However, as I happen
to have the Aoor and cannot gi\·e in,
why, in a . e of disagreement, you must.
Take the map of orth .\m erica and
fi · it in your mincl .
Behold, what

an empire! Cresar never looked upon
the like. Napoleon in his wildest dreams
conceived nothing so magnificent and
vast. See how it takes up its line and
travels with the North star; how it
coasts along the frozen seas from Alaska to Labrador; how it sweeps around
the.capes of Newfoundland, losing itself
for a moment in the mists; how it skips,
as it were, over her Majesty's dominions; how it deepens in the pine forests of New England with inland oceans
for its )ewels and the great Niagara for
its crown of diamonds; bow it journeys
in palace coaches and vestibule trains
through the glorious North and the
teeming South until dropping itself down
into the gulf stream it fades at last in a
vision of Paradise under the Southern
cross amid the silence and solitude of
eternal summer.
What a wealth is here to elevate the
minrl ancl to inspire the heart, to make
us proud of our country and ourselves.
What patriotic memories crowd every
foot of the way. How does not the
prowess of our land rest on th e bones
of hero es that have reached the borders.
The Montezumas marking the
inventive work in the triumph s of the
senate and the field and in the nobler
achievements of the laboratory and the
workshop, - the prowess of a people
who have already revolutionized th e
new worlrl and put the old to blu sh, and
are d estined ultimately to draw to t!lemselvcs all the reso ur es of the earth, and
form the virtues and powers of man in
his final and complete clevelopment.
Is there anything to mar the prospect? Is there anything to dark en the
scene and dim the light? I s there anything arross the great highway of the
future to obstruct our march of triumph
and glory as a nation ancl as a people?
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Yes, I think there is ; and, still keeping my text, Money and Morals, in
mind, nor yet forgetting our extradition
treaties and our detective system, I an·swer without hesitation, Canada and
Mexico.
Yes, Canada and Mexico.
Canada that is the retreat of the gentleman who has more money than he has
a legal right, or is morally entitled to,
and Mexico, the flowery home of the
gentlemen that, without money, have
no morals to speak of.
In the olden
time gentlemen possessed of obliquity
with respect to money and the gentleman who made himself responsible for
the funeral not sanctioned by morals,
found an easy retreat on this side of
the Rio Grande. You will remember
the incident C?f the attorney when he
heard from his client the full particulars of the homicide he had committed,
advised the client to fly. He was most
indignant. "What, fly ! " said he, "a'nt
I already in Texas?"
The Lone Star
has become one of the forty-four since
then, and now the excursionist who has
escaped the blandishments of the district attorney and the court, therefore
must put the Sierras betwixt thems~lves
for final safety, or else go to Canada direct, which, on account of its acceptability, seems to find great favor of late
in the estimation of that association,; and
those gentlemen go to Texas who have
no time to wait for passports. So it is,
I use the terms Canada and Mexico as
geographical expressions of a field of
irresistible callings. It is the field of
the embezzler and the genial defaulter,
to say nothing of the forger and absconder, the cashier of the savings bank
and the custodian of trust fund . These
are not meant as terms of reproach
against two frien lly neighbors, who, as
in the case of Texas before us, are des-

tined at one time to rap at our gates
for admission into our sisterhood of
states.
I am sure that there is no one here
to-night who is old enough to have invaded an apple orchard or ripe watermelon patch who has not thought many
a time what a great thing it is to have
plenty of money. All of us have turned that matter over in moments of reflection, dejection and ern barrassrn en t,
seeing in our day·drearns the fairy ship
coming horne, and building castles in
the air off the proceeds of the cargo.
Who has not thought of the good he
would do with it? How he would administer to the wants of the poor and
the needs of his friends? What spendthrift who has not paid debts off the
usufruct of vision. What wretched millionaire oppressed about by sorrow, rich
in fact though relatively poor, for money like all thing~ else in life except love
and duty, is relative,-what rich broker
encumbered by his possessions and yet
'u nable to meet the demand of his conscientious creditors who has not wished
a thousand times over that money was
a vision and only a vision.
I say that
money is relative, and it is very relative.
The man who has ten millions of dollars cuts a very poor figure beside the
man who has a hundred or one hundred
and fifty millions of dollars ,; Whilst the
man who has only a measly million is
regarded by those as a kind of a pauper.
The man who has a hundred
thousand dollars of income and one
h unclred and fifty thousand dollars of
wants is worse off than the man who
has nothing and wants his dinner. Tl:rere
are men living in the great money centres who contrive by dint of the clo e t
economy to eke out a canty liYelihood
on fifty thousand dollars a year and
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these men, discounting the cost of living there and here, cannot conceive how
it is possible that any man should be
able to get on,. let us say here in Valparaiso, on less than twenty-five thousand dollars a year. Whereas, I have
a suspicion that if I should go out into
this community with a search-warrant
I might find a few persons who make
both ends meet on half that sum. But
money is not only a relative thing, it is
full of illusions and delusions. From
the poor creature who is sure he will
get it somehow, he don't know how and
he don't much care, and goes into debt
on the strength of his expectations, to
the poor creature who has no hope in
particular and loves to talk about it;
from the wan woman in the attic waiting for the letter that never comes, to
the brave and honest lad at the furnace
who believes that the hammer in his
hand is the wizard's wand and who
means never to let it go until he has
struck fortune; from the capitalist in
his mansion house who has money, now
the master, now the slave, to the young
fellow behind the counter who gets seven dollars a week for selling prints and
playing base ball on Sundays; from
the little maiden out in the garden, hanging up the clothes, and singing "sing a
song of sixpence, a pocket full of rye,"
while the queen is in the kitchen eating
bread and honey ; the prince and peasant, warrior, philosopher, statesman,
-all of us have at one time been
struck by that golden rod that has
brought so much happiness and so much
wretchedness into the world, and will
continue to do so, for money is the first
great material fact of which life is composed. It is the pivot about which all
other facts revolve, - the piston rod that
drives all other facts, whether or not we

accept the teaching of the New Testament regarding the love of it as the root
of all evil. Even with that criticism
money has got a right which is divine. No man can afford to disregard
it or leave it out of his calculations.
Bacon calls it the baggage of virtue.
But even he admits though it hinders
the march it cannot despair the life behind. It is the one thing universally
used and abused; universally coveted
and reviled. All men affect to hold it
lightly and all men seemingly hanker
after it. For my part though not as a
rule given to the Pharisaic mood I am
sometimes disposed to thank God that
to me it has been at all times an instrument and not an end.
Indeed, I was
never happier in my life than when to
avoid the humiliation of borrowing from
an uncle, whose politics I did not approve, I went with my watch to an uncle who had no politics at all ancl got
fifty dollars on it. I never knew what
it was to be thoroughly unhappy until I
had acquired a considerable income
with its accumulation of wants and was
brought · into close personal relation
with those terms and phrases, Mr. Promissory Note, and Messrs Discount,
Renewal & Co.
Nevertheless, it is a good thing to
have plenty of money honestly obtaineel, and still better thing if this money
be honestly applied. The camel's passage through the needle's eye may have
been easier in those old days than a
rich man's entrance into the gates of
heaven, particularly if it happened to
have been a very small camel and a
very large needle; and yet, on the oth er hand, there must have b een many a
rich man gone to heaven, for we have
the record of many a good one here on
earth; men who served God and loved
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their fellow men and have given freely
of their store to the needy and the poor.
I should hate to think that money is a
positive bar to salvation and that it is
an actual sin to seek to gain much of it.
It is undoubtedly true that the posses·
sion of money will harden and corrupt
ten times to one time where it will elevate and soften. The man who trades
in money is apt to take on some of the
brittleness of the metal composing it,
and he gets in time to measure everything and everybody by that one metalIt is his business in life
lic standard.
to rub two dollars together and make
three of them, or better, four, five, or
six, or ten. Capital, we are told, is his·
morals and that, because he has no heart
he makes up his lack of courage by a
craft that rarely trusts except on good
security, and never tires except when
the plate is passed,-is always suspicious and alert.
How many a good fellow have we
known to turn into a bad fellow by the
possession of money. How many persons enter the bank all grace and
come out all guile. In how many cases has the possession of money enlarged the mind and amplified the soul?
Our lecture field is full of examples,
some of them humorous, some of them
pathetic, illustrating the evils that pride,
station and wealth have brought into the
best families. But we need no fictitious
• examples. We are constantly meeting
them in our daily walks, numberless instances that adorn the tale, great expectations coming to naught by actual
realization, delightful visions of fancy
turning see saw in the hands of possession.
It is my belief that the world has been
much misled by some of its best maxims or rather, let me say, by the misin-

terpretation of some of its most accepted maxims. For ins;:ance, there is none
of those that appears in so many languages and puts itself into such a variety of phrases as that which urges us
to persevere in all things.
''Perseverance, "we are told, ''conquers all things."
Then we are told that ''Labor conquers
all things;" then we are told that "Love
conquers all things." Now, perseverance will divert no man from the uses
to which he was born. Labor will not
convert a clod into a painter or a poet;
and love for all its enjoyments never
made a silk purse out of a sow's ear,
though sometimes many young persons
think so. Perseverance may be misdirected and so become vicious; and labor may be misapplied and so be wasted; and love often falls a victim to its
own excesses.
How often have you
seen a man start out in life saying, "I
will be rich ; I will sacrifice everything
to riches; " or "I will be famous; I
will sacrifice everything to fame." He
has found before the journey was half
over that no one thing in life ever procures happiness but that happiness it?elf shifts its feet from time to time;
the man at five and forty fails to enjoy
that for which he made sacrifices at five
and twenty.
An eminent public man once said to
me in the presence of a great domestic
bereavement : ''I was elected to the
Senate of the United States when I was
just turning thirty and by a curious form
of treason in a supposed friend I lost
my seat some three or four years later,
and the last fifteell; years my single object in life, the sole aim and end of my
existence, has been to get that seat back
again. At last this wish has been fulfilled and what does it matter after all?"
I once heard a President of the United
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States say : "1 was a candidate for
President for twenty years. Regularly
every four years my state sent a delegation to the National Convention to urge
my nomination, and regularly every four
years came away beaten, disappointed.
At last when I had given it up and when
it had no longer any power and interest
to inspire me ; when all the friends I
loved and wanted to reward were dead
and most of my enemies I hated and
had marked out for punishment were
turned my friends, I was nominated and
elected. Here I am, an old man, full
of care and trouble with scarce a single
joy on earth."
You all remember how, at the very
zenith of their fame, both ·w ebster and
Clay deplored the fact that they had
ever entered public life at all..
They
both sought the Presidency and they
were both disappointed.
To the unthinking multitudes they were in positions that brought to them delight and
troops of friends. These things were
nothing in their sight..
Each of them
had fixed his heart on one object, the
\Vhite House, and failing in that, each
of them was himself a beaten and broken old man, pitied in life, cheated out
. of something he had brought himself to
believe honestly b elonged to him..
A little while before his death, Mr.
George D. Prentice said to me that if
Mr. Clay had been elected President
he would have been the wretchedest
man that ever lived, because he would
have been proved to be the biggest liar
that ever lived. "How is that, Mr.
Prentice," I asked. ''\¥hy," said the
old gentleman, "Mr. Clay was a candidate and aspirant for the Presidency

during quite thirty years. He was an
orator, well qualified for making friends.
He had plastered the country over three
plies deep with promises; promises real
and imaginary; conscious and unconscious; but promises which could not
by any possibility be fulfilled. He was
an honorable, proud and self respecting
man. When these promises came to
maturity, without the person having the
appointment and he realized the situation, it would have embittered his life
and broken his heart." Indeed, I am
so far sincere in believing that self repression in this regard is true wisdom,
that I rather think that the young fel low who is in love with a girl and finds
her particularly hard to ge t had better
leave her alone and seek to find a wife
somewhere else. There must he away
clown in her heart some very potent rea son and not merely if a woman ever
marries, to say that she marries him to
get rid of him.
In short, my argument is that we are
constantly setting our hearts up on the
possession of some one material thing
in life, the possession of money or the
possession of a wife, and think the atta.inrnent of that is success in life, or
failure in either one is failure in life,
when if we were to know the truth in
advance that is the very object upon
which we would shrink back in horror.
Taking the material things of life together th ey do not bring happiness and
comfort. Millions of money won't save
a man from the torment s of a sore toe.
Happiness is a creation of the mind
and hea rt, not of the stomach.
( Concluded next mrmtlt.)
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NE month of pleasure at home has
passed and the cadets on leave return to the Academy, prepared to begin the eight months' work ahead of
them.
On the first of October the cadets report their return from leave to the Commandant of cadets, and are assigned
rooms and room mates. The programme
of recitations and periods assigned each
branch of study is posted in some conspicuous place where all the cadets can
acquaint themselves with their work.
The academic year, a period of eight
months, is divided into two terms; the
first being from the first day of October until the latter part of January, the
second · term, commencing at the expiration of the first term, continues until
the last Friday in May, with the first
week in June as graduation week.
Each class being separate and distinct from the other classes, the work
for the different classes is different and
will be spoken of in succession.
First year, or Fourth class work is:First terrn.-Algebra: Fundamental
operations; reduction and conversion
of fractional and surd quantities; reduction and solution of equations of
the first and second degrees; inequalities, involution and evolution. English: The structure and historical development of the English language; exercise in the composition of letters,
one of the letters being,-"Dear Father:
You may expect me horne February
first, etc." (The end of the first term).
History: Outlines of history, e pecially
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the history of Greece and Rome, and
of Western Europe down to 188o; historical geography. Modern languages:
French, reading and translating and
conjugation of verbs.
Second terrn.-Mathernatics : Algebra; course of first term continued; development of algebraic functions · by
means of indeterminate coefficients and
the binomial theorem; permutations
and combinations; summation of series;
continued fractions; logarithms; exponential equations, including the solution
of numerical equations.
Geometry :
Course of first term continued; spherical geometry, the cone and the cylinder;
mensuration of rectilinear figures, and
of the sphere, cone and cylinder; application of algebra to determinate geometry.
English studies : English;
Rhetoric and composition; kinds of
composition, narrative and descriptive,
etc. History: History of the United
States and important points about naval
history of the United States. Modern
languages: Course of first term contin- ·
ued and Spanish or German additional.
Second year, first term.-Mathematics: Descriptive geometry;orthographic
projections; representation of points,
lines and planes, and surfaces of the
second order. Trigonometry : measurements; trigonometric
functions;
analytical investigation of trigonometric formulas, with their application to
all the cases of plane and spherical triangles; solution of equations. English
studies : Classification of words; definitions of words by usage and deriva-
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tion; synonyms; faults in diction, etc.
History: Contemporary history, including the comparative study of governments, institutions and political geography.
Law: Constitution of the
United States.
Modern languages:
Course of first year continued. Mechanica! drawing: Preliminary construetion of rectilinear and curved figures to
scale.
Second term.-Mathematics : Descriptive geometry; course for first term
continued; warped surfaces, and surfaces of revolution; intersection of surfaces and their developments, etc.; axometric projections. Analytical geometry: Equations of the straight line and
of the conic sections; transformation of
coordinates; discussion of the general
equation of the second degree ; equations of the plane of lines in space and
of surfaces of the second order; discussion of the general equation of the
second degree in three variables. Physics: Force and motion; gravitation and
molecular attraction; hydrostatics;pneumatics. Chemistry : aim and scope of
Chemistry; the atmosphere; oxygen,
nitrogen, water and hydrogen; notation
and nomenclature; arsenic, antimony
and bismuth, etc., with lectures and
practical work in the chemical laboratory. Mechanical drawing: Orthographic projections, sections, intersections
of surfaces; isometrical drawing; perspective, etc.
Third year, first term.-Steam engineering : l\1arine engines and boilers;
explanation of all parts of an engine;
types of engines; ge neration of steam;
distribution and expansion of steam;
the power of an engine and computations relating to it· building engines,
with practical work in pattern, blacksmith, boiler and machine shops. Each

year one class builds a small engine.
Physics and Chemistry: Sound, light
and heat; properties of sound, atmospheric and other vibrations; properties
of light, optical instruments, double
refraction, polarization, etc.; relation
between heat and mechanical effect;
thermodynamics; lectures. Mechanics
and applied mathematics : Differential
calculus ; functions; rates; differentials
of functions;indeterminate forms;series;
maxima and minima ; geometrical applications; functions of two or more
variables. Integral calculus : the methods of integration, definite integrals;
quadrature of surfaces; cubiture of volumes; rectification of curves; centers
of gravity; moments of inertia. Mechanical drawing: second year 's work
continued.
Second term.-Steam engineering:
course for first term continued. Physics and Chemistry: Electricity and
magnetism ; frictional electricity; electrostatics; electromagnetics; measurements; heat; li gh t and work from electric currents, with thorough course in
practical work. Mechanics and applied
mathematics: Mechanics; ctynamics;
the motion of projectiles; friction and
other resistance. International Law.
Fourth year, first term. - Naval construction : Wooden and iron shipbuilding; sheathing of ships;composite ships;
docking and launching.
eamanship :
Rigging ships; bending and unbending
sails· evolutions; duties of officers; repairingrigging and spars; laws of storms;
naval tactics. Ordnance and gunne ry :
Ordnance instructions; handling great
guns. Infantry tactic · : chool of the
soldier; company and battalion. Gunnery : The motion of projectiles in a
non -resisting medium and in air; methods of finding the trajectory, the re-
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maining velocity and angle of fall and
dangerous space. Astronomy, navigation and surveying; the celestial sphere;
spherical and rectangular coordinates;
the use of instruments; time and its
units; law of universal gravitation; precession; nutation, etc.; motion of the
solar system; the use of tables, and the
solution of problems; determination of
meridian distances. Mechanics and applied mathematics : Method of least
squares; theory of least squares and
probable errors; fundamental principles
of the theory; independent and conditioned observations.
Second term.-Seamanship and naval construction: Course of first term
continued.
Ordnance and gunnery :
Gunnery, accuracy and rapidity of fire;
the probability of hitting objects of various forms; the penetration and effect
of projectiles. Ordnance : The manufacture of guns; computation of the
strength and shrinkage of guns; the
manufacture of all kinds of explosives
and the effects of explosives under various conditions; the equation of motion
of the projectile in the bore of a gun;
formulas connecting muzzle velocities
and pressures with the elements of loading. Astronomy, navigation and surveying: Theory and deviation of the
compass; nature and causes of the several parts of deviation; determination
of the horizontal and vertical forces of
the earth and ship, etc.; surveying instruments used; selection and use of
base line and its measurement; determination of azimuth of base; leveling;
plotting a survey; hydrographi~al surveying; tide and current observations.
The recitations are so arranged that
each cadet recites five times a week on
each subject and if possible oftener.
The classes are divided into sections

of about eight members each. At the
end of each month examinations are
held in every branch and the marks for
recitations and examinations are averaged and posted: the marks being averaged by the formula (2t+e)+3 in which
t is the average for recitations and e
the mark on examination.
At the end of the first and second
terms, examinations are held covering
the work of those terms. The average
in case of the term's work is from the
formula (3t +e)+4 in which tis average for the months of the term and e
the examination mark.
During the entire year practical work
and exercises are continued from fpur
until six o'clock in the afternoon. Th e
drills being of various forms.
After the cadet has successfully passed all examinations and completed the
four years' course he is graduated and
given a diploma; after this he is no
longer under the ever watchful eye of
the Department of Discipline, but is
sent to sea for a two years' cruise. The
two years' cruise though not always
pleasant affords one opportunities of
seeing the world i.n a different style
than he could otherwise d o, as his voyages cost him his mess bill only, and the
ports visited are always the most important.
Having fini shed the two yea rs' cruise
the Government sends the cad ets home,
allowing each one his actual expenses
outside the United States and milage
in the United States.
Returning to Annapolis in the early
part of May, the entire class p asses
through that dreaded orde al of exami nations which in this case are a r ep ro duction of the examinations of the fir st
class year or fourth year at the Academy with addition of steam engineering.
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These examinations are improved upon,
in being more difficult than those of
two years previous; but since so much
depends upon passing these, each cadet
does his best and usually is successful,
and is commissioned on the first day
of July as an Ensign, or assistant En-

gineer U. S. N., or a Second Lieu tenant U. S. M. C. ready to assume all the
responsibilities of his rank. After such
training as he has had during the six
years he should be what he has studied
for, "An officer" of the United States.
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MAP-DRA \VING.
MANTlE

E.

are three stages in mapT HERE
drawing:
Preliminary work;
r.

2.

Map-sketching; 3· Map-drawing.
The preliminary work consists simply
in teaching pupils how to make coastlines, wave lines, representations of
mountains, hills, lakes, rivers, cities,
&c.
In this work, they should be drilled
until they can do it neatly and rapidly.
The work may be done chiefly upon the
blackboard and their slates.
Map-sketches may be made of the
school-room, the school grounds, the
school district, or town, the state,
groups of states, grand divisions of continents, and of continents.
A map-sketch simply presents an outline of a country or section without regard to its latitude or longitude. Mapsketches are helpful in the study of the
geography of single states, of groups of
c, in hisstates, and of battle fields,
tory.
In making a sketch, it is better to use
a cale greater than the one in the book;
say two times, or three time .

BALDWIN.

Suppose a sketch of Pennsylvania is
to be made four times the size of that
in the geography.
First observe the boundary lines. On
the north is a straight line extending
east and west. At the western end of
this line is a short line extending northward. ·west of this is a short portion
of shore borctering upon Lake Erie. On
the western side of the state is a straight
line extending north and south. Joining
this line on the south is another extending eastward, forming the g reater part
of the southern boundary line. The remainder of the southern boundary line
is irregular and somewhat urved. The
entire eastern line is formed by the Delaware River, which is irregularly winding.
In making a sketch, the straight lines
must first be ctrawn. Measurements
must be accurately taken. Beginning
with the straight line on the south, make
on the board, or slate a brokt•nline four
times the length of the one in the book.
Join the west line to this, making it also four times the length of th one in
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the book. Measure from the north end
of this line in the book to where the
northern boundary line begins. Four
times this distance on the board place a
mark or dot.
From this, eastward
draw the longest northern boundary line.
Join to the west end of this line, the
short line extending northward. All
of the lines thus far drawn should be
broken or dotted lines instead of continuous ones.
In drawing the shore
line of Lake Erie, measure on the
map in the book from the southern
boundary line north to the middle of
the shore line ; on the map to be
drawn, place a mark four times this
distance and midway between the western and the northern boundary lines.
Measure,in the same way, between this
middle point and the western line, and
between the middle point and the northern line. Three of these small lines or
marks will be sufficient to indicate the
trend of the shore. An irregularly waving line may there be drawn tD represent
the lake shore. This line should project
some distance beyond the ends of the
northern and the western boundary lines,
to show that the lake is larger than the
portion of the state on which it borders.
Parallel with this shore line anrl on the
side next the lake four or five irregular lines, each more faint than the preceding, may be drawn to represent wave
lines, to show where the land and body
of water meet.
The trend of the river may be outlined in a manner similar to that used
in getting the trend of the lake shore.
Six measurements across from the we tern boundary line to the ea t will be
sufficient. The cour e of the river may
then be clearly traced. The irregular
windings of the river should be imitated as nearly a pos ible, and the line

should increase in shade toward the
mouth of the river to indicate the increase in the size of the river.
The chief mountain ranges should be
located, measurements being taken to
get them in their proper position in the
state. The mountains should be most
heavily shaded where the height is greatest.
The most important rivers should be
drawn; the chief cities located, the
metropolis, Philadelphia, being indicated
by a mark different from that used to
mark the other cities, and the capital
should be marked ina still different way.
The battle field of Gettysburg might
be marked by a small flag, and any other interesting points by suitable marks.
The coal fields, gas fields, petroleum
regions, &c, should be indicated.
The names of all these may either be
neatly written in the proper places on
the map ; or numbers may be placed
there to refer to the names which can
then be written on the margin of the
paper, slate, or board.
A map in the true sense of the word
consists of a foundation, and an outline.
I. Foundation.

Inside lines of the frame.
Parallels.
3· Meridians.
4· Numbers of parallels and meridians.
5· Degree marks.
6. Outside lines of the frame.
1.
2.

H. Outline.
Coast line of the main-land.
Coast line of the island, .
3· Wave lines.
urface features.
4·
r.

2.

a. Mountain chain and peaks.
b. Lakes. c. River . d. Boundary lines
between countries. e.
itie . f. Rail -
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ways. g. Battle fields and other points are in the book, but put them twice as
of interest.
far apart. All of these should be accuThe descriptive geography of a coun- rately measured in order to get them the
try should be studied in connection exact distance apart.
4· Count the meridians. Put just
with the map-drawing. The map of
each country studied should be drawn as many on the map to be drawn as are
at the time of the study. The dimen- on the printed map, but put these twice
sions of the map to be drawn should for as far apart. Careful measurements
various reasons be either greater or l"ess should be taken for meridians are not
than the dimensions of the map in the everywhere equally distant, as parallels
book. For young workers, the dimen- are.
5· Number the parallels and meridsions of the map should be multiples;
that is, two times, or three times those ians as they are numbered in the book.
Small figures should be neatly made,
of the map in the geography.
Every point on the map should be just outside the inside frame lines, and
accurately drawn. The outline and sur- at the ends of the paralleb and meridiface features should be located in their ans.
6. Place around on the inside lines
proper latitude and longitude. Generof
the frame, the small marks to indially no names should be written on the
cate
the length of the degrees.
map, because these are outline maps,
7.
Draw the outside lines of the
not maps for reference.
frame.
These should be very heavy
This work should, properly, be done
lines,
and
should be placed far enough
upon paper. A lead pencil of medium
away
from
the inside lines of the frame
hardness should be used.
to admit the numbers of the parallels
DlRECTIO s FOR DRAWING A MAP.
and meridians.
1.
Determine what dimensions the
The parallels and meridians should
map is to be. Suppose it is to be two be fine, hair lines, but very clear and
times the dimensions of the printed distinct.
map.

This constitutes the foundation of the
map, and if it is correctly drawn, there
is reason to suppose the entire map will
be correct; but, if it is not right, the
remainder of the map cannot possibly
be so.
8. Put on the coast line, or outline of
the country or state to be drawn. Locate e,·ery prominent point of the oast
in its proper latitude and longitude.
Wherever a coast line crosses a parallel
or a meridian in the printed map, it
. houlrl. cross the orresponding parallel
or meridian in the foundation of the
3· Count the parallel ·. Put ju t a · map to be drawn. Bear on heavily so
many on the map to be drawn as there as to bring out the outline of the coa t

Measure, on the map in the book,
from the inside line of the frame on the
north directly across to the inside line
of the frame on the south. Make the
length of the map to be drawn two times
the length of the map in the book.
[easure on the map in the book from
the in ide line of the frame on the east
directly across to the inside line of the
frame on the west. Make the map to
be drawn two times that distance from
east to west. This will give the size of
the map to be drawn.
2.
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clearly and make it look raised above
the parallels and meridians.
9· Draw the outline of the islands
adjacent to the coast, locating these in
tlieir proper latitude and longitude.
Io. Draw wave lines along the coast
line and around the islands. These are
four or five lines parallel to the coast
line, and diminishing in shade towards
the water.
I I. Draw the mountain chains and
prominent peak•, locating them in their
proper latitude and longitude. Observe
that where the mountains are highest,
the shade must be heaviest. Mountain
slopes are usually shorter and steeper
on one side than on the other ; the
shade on the map must be correspondingly shorter.
I 2. Draw the lakes, locating them in
their proper latitude and longittade. If
the lakes are large, trace wave lines in
them parallel to their coast; if they are
small, shade them slightly over the entire surface.
IJ. Draw the rivers, locating them in
their proper latitude and longitude. Observe that rivers increase in size as they
approach their mouths, and that they
are irregularly winding. They should
be so on the map.
I 4· Draw the boundary lines between
the divisions or countries. These should
be broken lines, not one continuous
line.
IS· Locate the Capital, the Metropolis, and other important cities. Represent the capital by a star, the metropolis by a cross, and other cities by a
dot. These should all be in proper
latitude and longitude.
I6. Draw the prominent railway lines.
17. lark battle fields with a nag; and

other points of interest in any way that
may be desired.
All pupils cannot make handsome or
artistic maps, but all can learn to make
an accurate map. So none need be
discouraged, even if their maps are not
as handsome in appearance as the maps
of others. When the maps are finished,
they should be labeled. The name of
the country or state should be written
in the margin below the map, and the
name of the pupil placed below the
name of the country. The map should
be left open, not folded nor rolled. It
should be submitted to the teacher for
inspection, criticism, and grading.
Sometimes it may be well to have a
map of this kind drawn and have the
names of the divisions, cities, mountains, rivers, lakes, products, &c, put
upon it; or these various points may
be numbered and the names corresponding written on the margin.
After a certain degree of proficiency
in map-drawing has been attained, maps
may be drawn upon the black-board or
slate, from memory.
It is well, sometimes, to have the outlines and reliefforrns of countries moulded in pptty, clay, s·and, or other suitable material.
Pupils may also be required, occasionally, to glue fragments of the products of countries in the places on the
map where they are produced. Bits of
cotton, in states producing it; grains of
corn, wheat, urc, in the localities where
they are grown ; pieces of coal, iron
ore, wood, &c, in the regions where
they are abundantly found.
In another article, some suggestions
will be offered as to the u e of this mapwork in the study of politic'll geography.
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VII.

Common Fractions.
H.

B.

TEACHER.-(Holding up four
sticks.) What have I in my hand?
Clas:s.-Four sticks.
T. - Suppose I place these in lots of
two sticks each, how many lots will I
have?
C.- Two lots.
T. - What operation have I performed?
C. - Division.
T. - By what have I divided?
C. - By z.
T. -Suppose I place them in lots of
r stick each, how many lots have I?
C. -Four lots.
T. - How many sticks in each lot?
C. - One stick.
T. - What operation have I performed?
C. - Division.
T. -By what have I divided?
C. - By 4· .
T. - Suppose I take one of these
sticks and break it into two eq ual parts,
what shall I call one part?
C. - One-half of the stick.
T. - \Yhat operation have I performed?
C. - You have broken the stick into two parts.
T. - But when we break or separate
into two parts, what operation do we
call it?
C. - Division.
T. - \Yh o can place on the board
that which will represent th e one-half?
( ne hand rises.

BROWN.

T. - Mary, you may place it on the
board. Mary writes one-Jtalj.
T.-Is there any other way by which
this may be represented? Another hand
nses.
T. - Willie, you may write it. ·w illie
writesit Yz .
If, however, no one in the class
should be able to do this, leave it for
the next lesson. All will then be prepared.
Suppose, however, that it is
written Yz .
T. - What, then, shall we call this?
C. - A fraction.
T. - What is a fraction?
C. - A part , of anything considered
as a whole, or the expression of two
numbers, one above, and the other below, a horizontal line.
T. - What does the number above
the line represent?
C. - The quantity or thing divided.
T. - Have we passed over anything
to which this may correspond?
C. - Yesj in division of si mple num bers. ·
T. - To what in division does it cor r espond?
C. - The dividend.
T. - What does the dividend always
show?
C. - The thing or things to be divided.
T. - What does it tell about?
C. - Th e number taken.
T. - What, then, do es th e number
above th e lin ' in fraction s sh ow?
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C.-It shows how many have been
taken.
T. - Then what shall we call it?
If the class is unable to answer, leave
it ·over. It will be answered the next
day. In the same way, lead them to
see the value of the denominator. In
the same way, the improper fraction
may be illustrated ; also the complex,
etc.
The pupils will then be ready for the
following : Principles.
1.
Multiplying the numerator of a
fraction without changing the denominator, multiplies the fraction.
Why ?-Because it increases the number of parts, while the size of the parts
remains the same.
II. Dividing the denominator of a
fraction without changing the numerator, multiplies the fraction.
Why?-Because it increases the size
of the parts, while the number of parts
remains the same.
HI. Dividing the numerator of a
fraction without changing the denominator, divides the fraction.
Why?-Because it decreases the number of parts, while the size of the parts
remains the same.
IV. Multiplying the denominator of
a fraction without changing the numerator, divides the fraction.
'Vhy?-Because it decreases the size
of the parts while the number of parts
remains the arne.
V. Multiplying both numerator and
denominator of a fraction by the same
number does not alter the value of the
fraction.
'Vhy?-Because it increases the number of parts and decrea es the size of
the part. in the same ratio.
VI. Dividing b th numerator and

denominator of a fraction by the same
number does not alter the value of the
fraction.
Why?-Because it decreases the number of parts and increases the size of
the parts in the same ratio.
Care should be taken that the pupils
use correct terms, and learn to express
themselves as forcibly as possible, and
with as few words as possible. Vve shall
now give a few problems illustrating the
principles in fractions.
1.

2.

31i=~l;why?

Reason.
I.
I= i .
12
2.
3=3 xt= 4 •
3· 1..!+1i=l-;[' .
.. In 31i there are
%, !=H, H; why?

15

4·

Reason.
The Least Common Denominator is zo.
I.

I.

2.
{

3·
I.

II.

I=~%.

Ji = /( of ~~=2' l¥.
1i =3 X zo=H.
5

5

I=~%.

!=!of H=l()".
{
3· f=4X'I\=H.
. ·. In % and ! there are H and
2.

H.
This gives the process for reducing
fractions to a common denominator,
and as the same would be used in addition and subtraction of fractions,
these subjects will be omitted.
3· 7'3X~ =lr= Yz · why?
Reason.
1.
I time 2 3=73·
2.
3i time 73=}.:( of 7.3= t2:z-.
3· %times7'3=3Xiz=!2=Yz .
.. The product of 73 by U is

l'!.orYz .
2

3--7-:}{=9· why?
Reason.
1.
]4 i contained in

I,

4tirnes.
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2.
% are contained in r, _0 of
4 times =! times.
3· % are contained in ;1, 7'3 X
! times i times.

In this it will be seen that finding how
often the divisor is contained in unity,
inverts the divisor; hence, we invert
the divisor to find how often it is contained in unity.
Another method : %+i=H or /o; why?
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%, % times.
"%, 6X %times

r. r is contained in
2.

16 "
=

"

1
/

times.
3· ~ are contained in %, -} of 1-l
times = H or /o times.
Again, the fractions may be divided by
reducing them to a common clenomina ·
tor; then dividing the numerator of the
dividend by the numerator of the divisor.

SOME LESSONS IN DRAWING.

V.

P erspccti7'e Drawinp:.
G.

T

w.

FERGU SO

.

HE pupil is supposed to have been line as before.

observing since studying the last
lesson, and has probably seen and been
convinced that distant objects appear
smaller than nearer ones, and that this
is due to the visual angle formed by rays
passing from the extremities of objects
to the eye; the angle formed by distant
objects being smaller than that f rmed
by nearer ones.
Before taking up the first rule of perspective drawing, we deem it necessary
that the pupil's eye should be trained
to see the true appearance of lines and
that his hand be trained to reproduce
with the pencil or brush, the images
such lines form upon the retina.
In order to accomplish thi , the pupil
must practice diligently the tracing of
lines, as follows :-If a blackboard is
at his dispo al, draw a horizontal line
se\·e ral feet long upon it, trace the line
from left t right and <•ia 'i 'l'rsa. . · tep
ba k a fe, feet, imagine that th crayon
still tou hes the 1 oard, and trace the

The p enci l must be di r(.;ctly between the eye and the line.
He might now hold his drawing book
in an upright position before him so
that it screens off a part of the line from
his view, trace the line until the book
is reached, then go right on across the
paper in the same direction. Draw
vertical lines in the same manner, also
oblique lines sloping towards th e left
and right.
The book might now be held below
the line, and with the pen il trace the
line a few times as before, then h e
should pla e the pencil on the paper,
fix his eye on the line upon the b ard
and imagine that he is st ill tra ing it,
but he should draw a line a r ss the paper, instead. The line on the paper
should be parallel to the one on the
board.
'1 he bonk .-hould next be pia ed 111 on the de ·k, and should b k pt dire tly l t-., en th ol>s rver ancl th obje t
to be !:->ketched or drawn. Suppos th
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horizontal in reality will appear to slope
downward, some upward, some nearly
level and one will appear level or horizontal. No two of them will appear exactly parallel.

where lines appear to vanish from our
view.
Rule I. All parallel receding lines
appear to vanish at the same point.
This point may be in the horizon line,
in the sky or earth. It may be anywhere.
The horizon line that we use in perspective drawing is always on the-level
of the eye, no matter how low or how
high our eye may be located.
The V. P's or vanishing points for
all receding horizontal lines lie within
the horizon line.
If we stand so as to view the side of
a building, the lines in the roof sloping
upwards towards the comb will have a
V. P. above the H. L. or horizon line.
The lines in the farther side of the roof
that slope downward and away from
us will have a V. P. below the H. L.
Down and up hill views present other examples.
The pupil should practice drawing
lines parallel to the edges of books,
boxes, tables, doors, floors, buildings,
&c.
Do not pay so much attention, at this
stage of the work, to the completion of
any drawing, rather keep right on and
on until you an draw lines parallel to
those about you regardless of their
lengths, thu making ure of one thing
at a time.

It was also mentioned that the line
on each side of are eding street or rail way, or the cracks in the floor between
the boards, appeared to approach each
other. Just so.
ow it matters not
whether the lines are horizontal, vertical or oblique if they are parallel
in reality and running away from you
in any dire tion they will appear to
com together in on common vani hing
p int.
vani bing point i the point

Horizontal line lyin ()' above the level
of the eye appear to slope downward,
those below appear to slope upward
while the one on the level of the eye
appear horizontal.
The Ground Line is the line that bound
the lower edge of our picture - it i
an imaginary line upon the ground
where w
begin
ur drawin
We
.'h uld draw th e bj e t that li b ' nd
this lin .

line to be in a horizontal position j look
first at the end toward the left, place
the pencil at the left of the paper, allow the eyes to follow along the line towards the right and at the same time
draw a line across the paper parallel to
the one on the board. ·
In order to criticise the lines,
book should be held in an upright
sition before the observer, then he
the better judge of the accuracy of
lines he has drawn.

the
pocan
the

the
Fix the eye on the line upon
board and, without looking at the paper,
draw several lines upon it and see how
nearly parallel they will be to each
other.
Draw lines parallel to other lines, and edges of window casings
&c, in the room and elsewhere.
The practice of playing marbles,
croquet and such like games,also shooting at mark with a rifle, will help to train
the eye.
N ow,if the pupil will resort to the
pane of glass and crayon and trace the
outlines of the receding side of a building, as described in our last lesson, he
will find that some of the lines that are
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The Picture Plane is an imaginary
transparent plane directly over the
ground line. This plane is alway-s in a
vertical position unless otherwise mentioned.
Suppose the pupil now to be seated
at the opposite side of the room from
the window, the lower part of the win dow would represent the ground line,
G. L., the glass in the window would
represent the picture plane, P. P. If the
observer had a pencil long enough to
reach the window pane and with it should
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trace the outlines of the objects which
he could see through the window, the
sketch thus formed upon the window
pane would be the true perspective, or
appearance, of these objects.
In making a drawing from any object we should not for a moment think
about how to make some objects appear
distant and others near by, we should
imagine the objects painted upon the
P. P., and all that we have to do is to
copy the picture that is before us.

THE 'VHITE CROSS IN EDUCATION.

THE

White Cross stand s for purity
of personal life and purity in th e
people' homes. Though most teac hers are unmarried, they are just as loyal to life's most significant a nd sacred
tie as are those who form that tie. Perhaps an estrangement unexplained, a
financial burden bravely borne for kindred's sake, or faith ke1 t with the dead
may help explain the situation .
There are four great movements which
in the largest way will lift the white
cross of purity to its rightful place in
the liv es of our young people.
They
are co -e ducation, - th e trainin g with
each other of those formed for each
other, that their intellectual sympathy
may be increased and their mutual estimate based ~n a more thorough
knowledge than society affords · the financial independence of women, that
they may not be tempted to marry in
order to secure support ; a reform in
drc . s, that women mar hav
better
health greater vigor and thtts nter
upon hom e lif under more hopefttl
onclitions · and e<1ual suffrage, that

woman's influence and character may
react up on governme nt so as to secure
more and juster law s for home protection a nd h eavie r penalties against those
who assail the physically weaker.
All these reforms should be inculcated in the pl':blic school s and wrought
into the thinking of the young people.
I do n ot mean that this shou ld be done
in any formal way, but as the outcome
of that "publi c opinion" in a public
school that is largely developed from
the tea her's influence,record,and most
of all, his or her character.
Recent statistics in Massachusetts
prove that "in the employments in which
the very lowest wage are paid women
constitute over seventy per en t. of the
workers, while in the employments that
pay twenty dollars per week women
constitute hardly ov r three per cent.
·w omen standing side by side with men
are al o paid less wages for the same
work, the l'rn 1 ortion bein g that a woman twenty y ·a rs of age and upwards
is mad to \\'ork for th e same wages as
a boy of tt.:IL" l'ubli s hool hildren
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should know these facts, and their indignation should be aroused against
such a state of things.
The W. C. T. U. has circulated petitions and secured legislation in nearly
ev.ery state for industrial homes for girls
and improved legislation for their protection. Chivalric principles planted
in the hearts of boys ; training that
makes them knights of the new and noble chivalry of justice, would help to
enthrone the white cross in their lives.
The four reforms of which I have
spoken can only be built up orally and
incidentally in public schools. But the
ethical teaching of physiology and hygiene as a personal. matter with each
child should begin in the primary an 1
be continued through all grades. Do not
fear to explain the child to himself in language as noble as the facts you teach.
Innocence is founded upon ignorance,
virtue upon knowledge. One is a rope
of sand in the presence of temptation,
the other a Damascus blade of safety.
Build the child's education up from a
physical foundation. Bodily habits that
are healthful and pure mean more to
the Republic's future than intellectual
acumen or acquirements.
Catholics have excelled Protestants
in teaching to the young the basis and
enforcing precepts of a pure life. Ireland has the most virtuous peasantry in
the world, confessedly as the outcome
of early education.
Before their first
communion boys and girls are pecifically taught the duty and the reasonableness of personal purity.
From the
point of view of science they should thu
be taught in our schools. This cannot
be done in the direct manner that we
teach them to let alcoholic drinks and
tobacco alone but by abolishing the
r
ss and u ing that time for phy i al

training according to the systems of
Delsarte and other masters, circulating
the White Cross pledge and literature
and personally teaching the pupils one
by one, or in small groups of boys by
themselves and girls by themselves, the
facts of physiology and hygiene in reference to a life of personal purity.
Fewer pupils should be assigned to each
teacher, and physical culture should be
the basis of all education. Recitals of
impurity should be carefully avoided.
Keep the eye lifted to the heights, not
lowered to the slums.
The age at which to begin teaching
may vary, but let purity have the first
word. The child will ask questions early; let not the coarse reply get in its
work before the chaste one comes.
Science is like fire; it burns away dross;
tell him what science says. God's laws
are all equally clean and holy; tell him
of the laws of God. It is now taught
by the best scientists that young men
of chaste life make the most brilliant
students, and for hygienic reasons. Let
your watchword be one standard for
man and woman,-a white life for two.
Teach girls the gospel of dress that
imposes no ligature; the vulgarity of
that "death line" made in the waist
that reminds one of an hour-glass or a
"yellow-jacket"; and the danger of
tilted heels that throw all the vital organs out of their natural place. Put
women on chool boards that they may
help the teacher to guard the little ones
against these dangers.
The white cro s is the hallowed emblem of the whole social purity movement. It upplie just what ha been
lacking in the educati n of our youth.
Thi i it
1 mn pledge: 'I promi e
to treat all women with re-;pe t, and
ndeavor tu 1 rote t th m from wr ng
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and degredation; to endeavor to put
down all indecent language and coarse
jests; to maintain the law of purity as
equally binding upon men and women;
to endeavor to spread these principles
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among my companions and try to help
my younger brothers ; to use all possible means to fulfill the command, 'Keep
thyself pure.' "-Frances E. Willard,
in Journal of Education .

NATURAL SCIENCE IN THE SCHOOLS.
W. C.
" Iature, the old nurse, took
The child upon her knee,
Saying, 'Here is a story- book
Thy Father has written for thee . ' "

W

BELMAN.

given him a chance to grow into selfactivity.
It is not enough for a child of six
years of age to see, unless he sees to a
purpose and expresses hi s thoughts. It
is not enough for the child to s'ee, un less the teacher has a means of knowing
how well he sees. It is not sufficient
that the child sees, if he modifies his
seeing by some other's eyes. He must
be trained to see for him self, to draw
his own conclusions, and then to express those observations in such a manner that the teacher may m easure his
individual power. If these statements
be true then it must follow that ea h
child must hold in his wn possession
the object of nature to be examined, the
examination must be a personal one to
the child and without aid from any other pupil. \Vhatever is seen must be expressed, so that the tea her may read
from the expression the power of the
pupil individually to observe; this being
done, the pupil has grown, his mind
and hand have been trained together; he
has known, he has felt, he has willed;
he ha grown into self-activity and, to
a certain extent, has become a self-governing body- a master of self.

E are often told that perception,
since it is the first power of the
mind to become active in childhood,
should be the first power of the mind
to b e trained in the school-room. Pestalozzi taught us that all success in acquiring knowledge depended upon the
development of sense-perception. Following this idea, we have had held up
before teachers the vast importance of
object lessons. Books have been written and magazines filled with outlines
of object teaching in almost every conceivable form.
Pins, chairs, tables,
bells, coal, metals and almost every object in dead nature has been held before the child to perceive and through
this, hoping to obtain a developed ancl
cultured perception, while the child
bas turned away in disgu t, knowing
that nothing but chaff has been fed to
him. Had we but recognized with Froebel that the mind of the child who i
entering school contains in itself the
germ of every activity of mind, and that
those germs are already expanding and
gro\ ing in the light of experience, we
The forms of expression con titute a
would long ag have introduced the very es. ential part of thi. work, in e
hild to the beauties of nature and have 1t 1 through the expression that the
led him into a field that would hav
tea her det rmines the pow r of the
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cliild. Modelling in clay is the first in
order. Since it is through the sense of
touch that ;.ve first gain the concept of
form, therefore let every solid object be
moulded. Apples, cherries, all fruits
an.d vegetables, leaves, insects, all furnish material for work. In fact, anything that is attractive and that will
hold the attention of the child can be
used to a good advantage. Next in order is the color work with which the
child attempts to color the forms that
have been moulded, or attempts to
paint upon flat surface the flower that
he holds or the opening bud or the frostcolored leaf, all of which may be attempted with good results. It is not
hkely that the attempts will be anything
else than crude, yet we are to remember that perfection in color only, is not
what we are after but rather growth in
power to see and express the thought.
If the pupil can see better to-day
than yesterday and can express better,
it is enough.
But if we have not the opportunity
of using color, let us use the pencil

sketches. Children can draw from the
object and represent in a very creditable manner, leaves, flowers, insects, etc.,
and if an opportunity is given and encouragement offered they will express in
a wonderful manner what they have seen,
while the seeing and drawing react upon each other in a way that is educative to a high degree.
Again, the thoughts derived from the
study of Natural Science are such as
commend themselves to the teacher
for reading lessons. Thoughts, that
are full of life and that are attractive to
the child because he knows that they
came from live things and were made by
live people, hence the reading lessons
are a source of pleasure where charts
and books fail.
Let us try what can be don.e in making the school-room more happy by introducing into it more of the life of nature and use it as a means of developing
all the powers of the child until he becomes a self-active, and self-willed being.

ACCURACY.
W. H.

T

HERE is one capacity which all are
said to possess in about an equal
degree, and that is the capacity of
growth. Every power of mind is susceptible of development. This must be
true or all educative effort is useless.
Though perfection in the use of any
faculty may be impossible, yet every
effort should tend in that direction. Is
a perfect memory a thing impossible ?
Most memorie are strong in one or
more particulars, but weak in many.

BANTA.

perfect memory seems indeed impossible, but many instances might be cited
to prove that some persons have possessed memories with a degree of retentivenes that borders on the miraculous,
and even suggests the possibility of perfection.
It has been claimed by some that it
is possible to so cultivate the power of
attention, and so train the memory in
the mastery of number -combinations
that within a rea onable limit, absolute
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accuracy may be attained in numerical
computations. While this may not be
strictly true, yet it is well known that
such accuracy has been attained that
incorrect results are an exception. vVe
believe that the fundamental rules of
arithmetic may be so taught that ninetenths of the pupils in a class of ordinary capacity, will invariably do their
work correctly. From the beginning,
the old rule "Try, try again," must be
superceded by the newer and better rule,
"Do it riglzt the first time". Just as
soon as pupils understand that the first
answer is the only one that counts, and
that life is too precious to be used in
doing things over again, that might have
been <lone right the first effort, their
powers will be exerted to the utmost to
perform their work correctly. In this
effort tbe power of attention is cultiva.ted, concentration is strengthened, and
the memory receives such encouragement as it never received before. If
the teacher has the courage to hold to
thi s rule with a tenacity of purpose that
knows no failure, in a short time the
following results may be expected:
I. The teacher will have no trouble to

get and hold the attention of the pupils.
2.
The pupil will be able to concentrate his mental powers upon any subject presented that is adapted to nis capacity.
3· He will be accurate, his first answer will be correct.
This, of course, refers to the mechanical work of arithmetic.
The same rule applies with equal
force to all work in language and grammar. We have abolished slates, because
they tend to make blunders. We forbid the use of erasers for the same reason. The pupil has white paper, and
in his written work, when any marking,
erasing or interlinin g are found, the
grade of the work is reduc ed because
first work, only, counts.
How much
time has been wasted because we were
never taught to think and write accurately !
· The writer of this article has suffered
so much from the habits of inaccuracy
acquired in youth, that he feels imp elled by his love for his fellows, to ontinue to insist that tea he rs give this
matter se rious and conscientious attention.

"\VHAT MAKES THE SEA
AMANDA

T

B.

HAT is a question that children are
always asking. It is a question
that troubled and perplexed the peoples
of many nations when the world was
young.
In folk-lore storie and ancient myths,
different explanations are given. Perhaps as satisfactory as any is the one
which may be found in the
or e mythology. If you believe in the Man in

AL T?"

HARRIS.

the Moon and the Wise Men of Gotham,
in the leeping Beauty and Cinderella,
in Jack and the Bean-stalk and Little
Jack Horner,inLittle Bo-Peep and BoyBlue, and all those lear old nursery
tales, you may as well believe this.
The salt in the sea i all owing to a
magic mill whi h an clo as great woncler as ever were brou ht to pass by
Aladdin's lamp.
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. ''Once upon a time" there were two
brothers. One was rich and the other
poor, and the rich one always ill-treated the other.
Their names are not given, but as
names they must have, suppose we call
tliem Vidfin and kilfing. That sounds
like Norse, surely.
Skilfing, the poor one, came into possession of a magic hand-mill-no matter
how. He had only to pronounce certain words and it would grind anything
he asked for; and it would keep on
grinding until he said certain other
words to have it stop.
It was a most obedient mill, and under his wise ancl proper rnanagement,it
ground him out everything he wished,
so that soon he was far richer than Vidfin.
Of course Vidfin was ready enough
now to make everything of him ; but he
was terribly puzzled to know how Skilfing could have become so prosperous.
When he was told, he wanted the mill ;
and Skilfing, who now had all the wealth
he should ever need, sold it to him. He
told Vidfin how to make it go, but did
not tell him how to stop it.
Vidfin took it horne, highly delighted
with his bargain. It was haying time,
and his men were out mowing. He told
his wife that she might go out and
spread hay, and he would get the dinner.
When it was time to prepare the dinner he said to the mill, ''Grind fish and
gruel ! Grind both well and fast!"
The mill began to go, and presently
there was so much fi h and gruel that
all the dishes and then all the tubs were
full. Vidfin tried to make it stop; he
kept "puttering and tinkering " but it
was of no use.
Pretty so.on the room was so full of
fi h and gruel that he came near drown-

ing, and when he got the door open and
was out of the house, fish and gruel
came after like a river.
Vidfin was so scared that he ran to
his brother and begged him to go and
stop the mill. "For," said he, "if it
grinds another hour the whole settlement will perish in fish and gruel.''
The result was that Ski lfin g made him
pay a big sum, then he stopped the mill
and took it back home with him.
After that he set it to work again and
ground out gold enough to cover his
house all over with sheets of gold .
The house shone so that it could be
seen far out at sea, and everybody who
sailed past had to go ashore and visit it
and see the magic mill.
Among others who came there was a
sea-captain, and he asked if it could
grind salt. He said he was obliged to
make long voyages to get cargoes of
salt, and he thought here was an excellent opportunity to obtain all the salt
that was needed without sailing far over
the seas for it.
Skilfing sold the mill to him, and the
captain was in such haste to get it to
his ship that he forgot to ask how to
regulate it.
After he was far out on the sea, he said
to the mill, "Grind salt both fast and
well!"
The mill began to grind with all its
might, and kept on grinding and grinding. In vain the captain tried in every
way to stop it. The pile of salt grew
larger and larger, and at last the ship
ank.
ays the myth-maker:
''The mill tands on the bottom of
the ea grindin thi very day and so it
come that the sea is salt.
Tf ide A ·w akc.
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Men should be manly, and while a
puny, delicate man may have the truest
manliness, and a surly, self-indulgent
animal of the same genus have little or
none, a sound, healthy body in a boy
goes far to ensure his manliness and
freedom from the tendency to abnormal
precocious vice.
Never let it be forgotten that there
can be no manliness worth the name
until a boy learns to say a strong "no"
to himself and his own propensities, as
well as to the lawless solicitations of
self-indulgent, unprincipled companions. Whatever we do for mental train-

ing and equipment, our work is a fail ure in proportion as our boys fail in
the attainment of these first principles
of a healthy manliness.
It should be set before a boy as a paramount duty, to serve his country and
advance its highest welfare, not by an
arrogant assertion of its superiority in
all companies and places, but by the
settled purpose to become a worthy example of what an American should be,
whose patent of nobility, whatever his
social claims, comes first from his manhood and his character.-Hemy A.
Coit in September Forum.

THE ZURCHER UNIVERSITY.
G. H.

FROMMHOLZ.

T is quite an impressive structure,
the Aula of the Zurcher University
and the Swiss Politechnicum, the former a provincial institution, the latter
the crowning result of the effort of all
Switzerland, but both united in the same
building. Scarcely more than a decade
since it was built, it bears all the appearance of youth, besides that of beauty and simplicity. It is situated on a
slope of the Zurcher bluff, affording one
a beautiful view. Looking down, Zurich lies at our feet, divided into two
parts by the green waters of the Limmat, the outlet of the Zurcher Lake,
still further the horizon outlines the
U etliberg, the highest mountain around
Zurich, and between it and the city a
beautiful green of trees and shrubs,
meadows and orchards. But still more
enchanting is the view towards the
right. Here still the city,-its gray interspersed this time with the green of
gardens and trees, further away the

I

wide expanse of the beautiful green of
the Zurcher Lake,surrounded by a belt
of bluffs. But here is no U eth b erg,
calling cooly "To me and no further,"
but the landscape unrolls itself more
and more, showi ng the vine-clad mountains and finally the snowy peaks of
their larger siste rs. A picture one is
ne ver tired of seeing- but let us turn
again to the University.
Shrubs, little lawns, benches and
shady trees are to be found in its vicinity, but no campus, - none of the German colleges can boast of a campus, the halls of learning are not lowered by
being brought into such close contact
with base-ball and tennis grounds. The
building itself is a three story square,
inclosing a lawn with flowers and shrubs.
Merrily we ascended the wide, stone
steps. "How good it feel , " said my
companion, as we met a ouple of ladies
de cending the stairs, "to see women
in these halL:; of learning, and to feel
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that we are just as much in our place
as the lords of creation." I heartily
agreed, for although we had had the
audacity to be regular visitors at the
Jena Aula, yet we had always made
O?r visits in the spirit of meekness akin
to fear, that instinctive feeling that
causes women to shrink from being stared at and receiving the prominent attention of the stronger sex. We entered
the office at the Pedell. Like most of the
German dignitaries, he has not his exact counterpart in this country; perhaps,
styling him secretary would convey the
best meaning of his work. We explained to him our intentions and were ordered to call again at 9 o'clock the
next morning with our certificates, as
the Director would be at his office. It
was not without ceremony that we were
ushered into the august presence of the
ruler-although in a repul>lic, the air
began to remind me of monarchies. He
rejected all my credentials except my
diploma, with the remark that a third
language was usually required, the diploma only mentioning two. I assured
him that I knew some Latin and French
and was instructed by him to arrange
my studies and appear again on Friday
before the Senate. The full import of
these words, the amount of work implieel, I was not conscious of. My friend
who was not so lucky in having a diploma and who neither cared for the ordeal of an examination nor for the honor of matriculation was permitted to register for 2 or 3 lecture courses, a greater
number not being permitted to the nonmatriculated. We again had refuge to
the Pedell, who this time sold u a catalogue of all lectures to be delivered
during that term, for five cent , and r ferred us for further information to the

black-boards with which the halls are
ornamented.
How eagerly we studied the catalogue
to make out our program, and how the
questions would come : "What is really
meant under this heading of the lecture
course?" "At what hour will it be given?" For not always was the heading of
the lecture course followed by the time
at which it was to occur. And I still
was in perfect innocence of the question,
that, at least in my course, would soon
eclipse all other questions ; . "Where
are these lectures given?" With the catalogue in our hands and some ideas of
lecture-courses and professors in our
brains we went next morning to the
building and entered it from the side
nearest to us. We scanned every bill
that was posted on the doors; drawing,
engineering, bridge-building, met our
gaze but no professor we were wanting,
nor any study that pleased us. We ascended to the second floor, daily programs with higher mathematics and
sciences, quite in our style, but still
nothing for us. \Vearily we ascended
to the third with no better results.
Then we decided to enter the building from the opposite side. It was !ater, when we comprehended that, we had
visited an entirely different institution,
the Politechnicum,ancl that the elegant
red brick building, so pretty, so extensive,
so inviting, - the chem. laboratory, had
also nothing to do with the university.
Thi chem. laboratory is the finest one
I have ever seen, perhaps, not accommodating as many students as Ann rbor with its new addition now.
\Ve returned once more to the Pedell.
He kindly an wered the que tion and
referred us a ain to the bulletin-board .
Here indeed were notices of all kind ,
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of all forms and shapes, but they did
not give us all the information we needed. "'Where does Prof. Van Wyss lecture?" "In the Hygiene Institute." "And
when does he lecture?" "The bulletinboard will give that information." ''Pardon, it does not, I have looked it over

carefully." "Then I do not know,"and I surely did not know it either.
''And Prof. Stein, when does he lecture?" "On Wednesday between 4 - 5."
"And where?" "Room No.3."
( Co11tinued 11cxt montit. )
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HE Association is entering upon the
threshold of its third term's work.
Although the work in the past has been
very successful, we hope that in the
future it may be more so; and it will be
if we have the able support of the outside members.
The meetings hereafter will be held
bi-weekly, whic~ will give all more time
to investigate the subjects. The literary part of the programmes will consist of a series of essays on the history
of the Schools of Philosophy. These
are to be written by outside members
and sent to the Association to be read
at the regular meetings. If each performs his duty, as assigned him, it will
serve to keep up a deeper interest in
the Association.
QUERIES.

21.

*

A man had 20 cents and wished to buy
20 apples ; for some he paid 4 cents, some .)4
cent, and some ~ cent each. How many of
each did he buy, the answer being whole numbers?
WM. O'CONi'\ER .
2 2. A man bought a horse for $90, sold it for
$100. He then bought the horse back for 95,
and sold it for 100. How much did he gain?
10.
Solutions for the 19th and 2oth problems have
not yet been sent in, but will be an wered in the
next number.
* Give solution by Arithmetic, also by Algebra.
The following i Ex. 4, Page 209, of Todhunter's Algebra, the solution of which was requested by a ruember of the As ·ociation.

A boat's crew row 3Yz miles clown a river and
back again in I h ou r and 40 minutes: supposing
th e river to have a current of 2 miles per hou r,
find the rate at which the crew would row in sti ll
water.
Solution.
L e t x- rate per hr. in still water.
Then, x -j 2
rate per hr. down <> tream.
Ancl, x-2 rate pt~ r hr. up st ream.
Then we would have,
3~
3~
I.

f

-

x -f 2

Clearing

1. =

!i

;j •

x- 2
2.
42x S+ + 42X 84 zox 2 - So.
}. 20x 2 -S4x 8o.
4· X~- 2;,1 X 4·
5· x= 5·
Rate was 5 miles per hr .

+

PROGRAi\1 1E S.

The f ollowing are tht:: prugr.1mmcs for the next
six meetings.
26. Sept. 26.
Arithmt::tical Progression,
M. C. Landi s
Exs. 4, IO, I2, 17, 23, 26, 34, 46, 5I and 55·
!'ages 264-5 -6- 7 -~27. Oct. 10.
Geometrical Progression.
T. G . Rodgers
Exs. 4, 1 I, 1 7, 20, 24, 30, 36, 43 and 44- l'ages
273 - 4- 5- 6.
Hi story of the Socratic School, Cassie Quinlan
28. Oct. 24.
Harmonical Progression,
Carroleane Tyrrell
Exs 2, 6, 8, I 1, 14 and 19.
Pages 279 8o- 8 1.
History of the Platonic School,
C. M. Jansky
29.
OV. 7·
Mathematical Induction ,
T. I. Packard
Exs. 1- 12, inclusive. Pages 284- 85 .
History of the Peripaletic S chool, J. D. l'rench
30. Nov. 2l.
Permutations and t...;ombinations, J. ·. McGhee
xs. 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, ro, 1 I, 12 , 14 and 16. Pages
294- 5
History of the Sceptic School,
J l. ·. Ward
3 r. Dec. 5·
Permutations and Combinations,
Addie 'lark
Exs. I9, 21, 25, 28, 30, 32, 34, 35, 38 and 40.
Pages 295-6- 7.
History of the ynic . 'chool,
E. 0' Riordan
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The T each er and t h e Citiz en.

Now, the theory of our government is,
that all are equal before the law; and
he is the best citizen who keeps his vocation nearest the great common level
of this citizenship, all the time bearing
in mind, however, that the law is a very
imperfect, because only an average, expression of what life really is. The
teacher's relations to the state, then, are
just the same as any other class of citizens, the farmer, the mechanic, or the
professional man, and he should hold
his relations to exactly the same level,
claiming nothing that he is not willing
to grant the others, and conceding nothing that he does not demand for himself. Yet, there is one respect in which
the teacher's practical citizenship does
differ from all others' ,- it may be kept
freer from mere partisanship. His calling is not so much a profession, in the
usual sense of the word, as a part of the
civil service of the country ; and it is
his good fortune, that no other class of
citizens is so little affected by the tidalwaves and cyclones of practical politics.
For this, he shoul l return daily thanks
to the blessed gods; and while always
exerci ing the full prerogatives of his
citizenship, he should do it in such
way as may be con istent with his higher prerogative of being large! y safe from
the moke and dust that begrime his le. s
favor d fellow-citizen .

ONE of the most marked differences
between man and brute is that the
man's wants are vastly greater in number; and under all ordinary circumstances a man can with industry more
than m·e et his ordinary wants. This
fact gives leisure, and leisure creates new
wants. Every man finds it much easier
to obtain the means for satisfying some
particular wants than others, and he
has leisure, who can employ his time
and energies in those few lines of work
in which he can find most satisfaction,
and consequently do the best work ;
for leisure is not unoccupied time, but
time fully occupied with clwsen work.
From these fundamental facts, sp~ing
the division of labor, the various occupations, and all the duties of life. The
duties of life are those things, arising
from the division of labor, which each
one owes to others, which othe1 s may
demand of each one, and of which, in
various determinate ways, others may
compel the doing. The state is an organization which undertakes to define
some of these duties, and en~orce their
discharge in the specified lines. The
duties thus defined, are domestic, or
economic, or political; and he i a citizen, so far forth as he is the su bj e t
of the state in any or all of these defined ways, wh ha , explicitly or implicitOur Reading.
ly agreed to settle any conflict of duties
the world advance
more is reand self-interests in a peaceable manner
quired of teacher .
t only should
as prescribed by the tate.
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they know more in the subjects to be
taught, but they should also have a good
store of that somewhat indefinite thing,
''general information."
Nor is this all.
They are now expected to read much that does not pertain to their immediate work as well as
muc~ that does bear directly upon it.
With gaining the requisite knowledge
of the branches to be taught, a great
amount of reading on psychology, science of education, literature of the past
and present, and gathering up points on
current events, the average young teacher feels that his path is beset with difficulties.
del to these, the puzzling q ues tions of discipline, and ethics in the ·
school-room, and he may well feel dismayed.
But the experienced teacher knows
that all these may be done, and much
more, if time is judiciously used. By
careful planning, each day sees much
attempted and much well done toward
the improvement of self and school.
What shall I read ? and how ? are
questions that naturally present themselves to the beginner in the work. Dr.
John so n said, "Read anything fi ve hours
a clay and you will be lea rned." But
that statemen t is, in the best sense, no
more true than this other, "A little lea rning is a dangerous thing."
little learning is not dangerous, if it is the right
kind of learning, nor will a great amount
of desu ltory reading make a schol~r.
One trouble with the young teachers
of to-clay i , they attempt to do too
much. Reading psychology for years
will never, in itself, make a good teach er.
either will trying to over all the
g round laitl out in our Tea h rs' R aclin <-r Circle. make one learned.
T11r: SrTlll·" ·r firmly b ·lie\·e · that
th ·re is no one thing whi\h ontri!Jutes

more to the educational advancement
of the state of Indiana than the Reading
Circle work. And it would urge its vigorou~ prosecution by the teachers of
every grade.
But a word of caution is perhaps wise
to teachers who try to follow it in its
entirety and to read magazines, newspapers, and the latest new books besides.
Quality not quantity should be the
thing sought after. He who reads muc!t
may be learned, but he who reads well
what he does read, and who makes a
choice of a f ew good autlwrs is wise.
Pronunciation.

\Vav is it that so little earnest attention is paid to the correct pronunciation of our mother tongue ?
The teacher who would consider the
misspelling of a word in a written ex ercise an almost unpardonable offense
will complacently listen to a dozen
words mispronounced with never a cor rection, if, indeed, he detects the error
at all.
If it is true that we speak fifty words
where we write one, it would seem that
orthoepy should, at the very least, receive as much attention as orthography.
Then the pronunciation of our language
is mu h more regular and easier learned than the spelling. Rules can be devised that will cover most of the more
ommon errors. Books, a plenty, have
been written on the subje t and long
li sts of words frequently mispronounced
have been made, but too much space
in the former is usually taken in which
to air some hobby of th e author, and
the latter ge ne rally ontain words that
th average pupil cl n t use above twi e
a year.
Th ·re is but little nse wasting time
ov r su h words as ' adamantean, hal -
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cedony, cicerone, gaucherie, reconnaissance," etc., when one habitually
murders our long u,-institoot, ent!zoosiasm, dooty, floot, etc., or is equally destructive of our round and beautiful
short o,-daagor dawg,jaagorfawg,etc.
·There are mistakes enough to be corrected in our common every-day words,
and the teacher who sees to it that the
young pupils in his charge are started
in the right direction in this matter,
and form correct instead of incorrect
habits, will deserve and probably receive
their lasting gratitude.
Jupiter.

THE beautiful white· star that rises in
the south-east before sunset and graces
the sky with its stately presence nearly
all night, is the mighty Jupit er, the king
of the planets. The most casual observer cannot fail to notice it, and there is no
danger of mistaking it as it is by far the
brightest star visible. It shines with a
brilliancy five times greater than that
of Sirius, and is equalled by Venus alone.
Jupiter is about 480 millions of miles
from the sun, and being now nearly in
opposition, about 400 millions of miles
from the earth.
His size is so great
that the earth by comparison would be
about the size of a large pea when compared with a base ball, and the combin ed mass of all the other planets would
hardly equal one -half of his. By the
axial motion of the eartb, he now sweeps
across the sky at a distance south of
the celestial equator equal to about
twice the distance between the pointers
of the Great Dipper.
He rushes through spacein his mighty
revolution around the sun at a rat e
which is 7oo tim e:> the ,-e lo ity of a fa . t
expre.::;s tr.tin, ompleting his ircuit of
the hea\'t.~ n-; in about r 2 y ars.

Modern astronomers incline to the
opinion that the temperature of Jupiter
is very high. It is probable that his interior is in a state of incandescence. If
this be true, the planet is, of course, not
yet an inhabited world, at least is not
the abode of any form of life of which
we can conceive.
----Rain-Making.

THE rain-making expedition from the
United States' Department of Agriculture which has been experimenting
on the "Staked plains" of Texas has
attracted world-wide attention. These
rain-makers began operations about the
roth of August and continued their efforts at intervals for some three weeks.
The very first trial was followed by a
heavy fall of rain, covering a large area
of country. Lighter showers fell almost
daily during the experiments, and a very
heavy storm thoroughly drenched a large
portion of western Texas a few days
after these bombardments had ceased.
· It can hardly be possible that this extraordinary rainfall at this season of the
year is a coincidence. Though these
experiments have not fully demonstrated the practicability or the possibility
of producing rain at all times and under all conditions, yet it cannot be denied that the enterprise has been quite
satisfactory and that practical re ults
may follow.
It is said that this rain -fall expedition,
under General Dyrenforth, carried to
the scene of operations about 20 tons of
apparatus and one hundred balloons of
ro, 12, and 20 feet in diameter. The
mode of pr cedure is about a follows:
- A "line of battle' i. formed covering
an area about 3 miles lo ng and 2 mile:
wtde. All along the front of the line
giant powder is fired from mortars, and
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bombs are exploded. Behind this the
line of kites is arrayed. About fifty
cloth kites are held by electric wire and
bear dynamite born bs.
These are exploded when the kites are
high in the air, by means of a cap and
an electric current.
The dynamite
hangs suspended from the kites by wires
at a sufficient distance helow to prevent
injury to the kites by the explosions.
The third line is the line of balloons.
These are charged with oxyhydrogen
gas, the most violent explosive known.
From Io to 20 of these balloons are sent
up into the air at once. In order that
no injury comes to operatives or the
surrounding country by the great concussion from the explosion of these balloons, they are sent to a great height,
ranging from -I,ooo to 7,ooo feet. They
are exploded by means of electric wires
or time fuses.
Another set of balloons are used to
make observations. These are about
20 ft. in diameter and are held at a
height of about 1, ooo feet by strong
cables. The meteorologist in the basket has telephonic communication with
those on the ground. He makes his
observations, communicates them to
those left behind, after which the cable
is loosened and he a cends to a hei ght of
two miles or more, and then descending, is frequently landed at a distance
of several miles from the place of starting. All these experiments are based
on certain theories relative to the condensation and precipitation of the watery vapor of the atmosphere. General
Dyrenforth mentions three principles
or theories which may be very briefly
stated as follow : First, rain -storms
usually originate in the mingling of warm
and old urrents in the upper -;trata of
the air.
'ome of these urrenls are

moist, others are comparatively cool
and dry. As soon as these currents
begin to mix or mingle the warm moist
current is cooled and its moisture "is
squeezed out of it as from a sponge."
This moisture is then visible and we call
it a "cloud". ·w hen precipitated it is
rain. Now the great balloon explosions
in the upper air start this mingling of
currents and the nucleous or stormcenter is formed.
The second theory is that repeated
explosions tend to agglomerate the partides of moisture into rain drops and
they are precipitated to the ground.
The third theory is that the frictional electricity which is generated by the
explosions polarizes the earth and air
and so forms a magnetic field that draws
the particles of moisture together forming rain clouds and hence hastening
precipitation.
THE SOCIETIES.
The Crescent.

The Constitution and By-Laws of the
society have lately been revised and
made much more satisfa"ctory and complete.
The "H Trio" gave an entertainment
Friday eve nin g, Sep, 18, in the interest
of the socie ty. They drew a good
hou se and pleased everybody. We are
proud to have such men as Howe, Holt
and Harmon on our roll.
] . J. Pattee will teach in Lowell Ind.,
the coming yea r ; Jo eph Conroy teache in the J .ake Station scho ol and J. '.
Cleveland and wife have go ne to Texas
where fr. C. has a position.
C. M.
1T olt left ,'ep, 2 1 , for .-\nn .\rb or where
he goes to atten d the
ni,·ersity.
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A good many of the best members of
last year have gone away but there are
new ones coming in to take their places,
and the society will continue to do the
excellent work characteristic of it in the
pas~. Among the recently elected members are Misses Marie Starkey, Ella
McDonald, Retta Wood and Messrs.
Daum, Williams, Johnson, Gates, Callahan, and L. H. Noble.
There was a splendid program given
Sep, 4· We hope that the success of
the first meeting will be an incentive to
the members to make the others equally
good. Dr. Rose, one of the charter
members, was present and gave a complete history of the society from its organization in 1875 to the present. His
talk was very interesting, especially to
the members.
The society in special session on the
last Friday of last term elected the following officers :
Pres., T. W. DeHaven; Rec. Sec.,
Nellie Austin; Cor. Sec., Kate Austin;
Critic, H. H. Stroeter; Cl?.oristers, W.
T. Howe and Marie Starkey ; Treasurer,
E. P. Harmon; Executive Committee,
Messrs. McGhee, Yoder and Bittner;
Marshals, Messrs. Hock and Campbell;
Editor, A. C. Pattee.
A. C. P.

Star Society.

F. F. Phillips and W. R. Blackwelder
gave such universal satisfaction in their
teaching of last year that each is retained in his former position with increased
salary.
Mr. J. D. French, an ex-president of
the Star, is assistant principal of the
city schools of Marion, Ill.
Reports
say that he is making a success in his
chosen profession.
Mesers J. B. Dicus and A. E. Baker,
prominent among the .Stars are both
teaching at good salaries: the former
at Streater, Ill., and the latter at Le
Claire, Iowa.
Miss Addie Clark and Miss Vertie
Warfield, are di spensing their genial
rays among the school children of Porter County.
They seem as guiding Stars for their
associates to a higher mark in the profession of teaching.
C. M. Jansky, a star of the first magnitude, is assistant City Engineer of
Crookston, Minn.
His headquarters
are at Crookston, but he spends much
of his time keeping wolves and other
wild animals off a quarter section of
land which he calls his own.
He is getting, at present, $ 8o per
month with prospects of an early ad vance to 100 per month.

Mi ss May Tinsley, a prominent Star
of last year, is now teaching at Bnffalo,
The Star Society has begun what bids
Mo.
fair to be one of the most p rosperous
years in its whole existence. The PresiMiss Nelli e Moreau and adi e Kan- dent, M. C. Landi s, and all the other ofouse are rusticatin g at th eir homes in fic e r are putting for th ail the ir en ergie
·Mich. at present bu t will begin teachin g to make th e so iety wha t it ho uld b e a
soon.
pla for o ial, mental a nd moral development. The soci ety no w number s
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about sixty members ; twenty-five of
these have been received this year, and
she prides herself on the mental caliber of these new members. The Star
is justly proud of her present music
members. The music department has
more members than usual and many of
them are very proficient in their line of
work.
J.

L.
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about 4ooo chickens and is very enthusiastic over his business prospects.
A. J. Healey is principal of the
Mount Dora, Florida, school. The re cent death of his father prevented his
return to school as he had intended.
A. T. Parker writes to say that he is
a dry goods merchant in Greentown,
Incl. He states that he has a good business and is making money.

WHAT THEY ARE DOING.

R. H. Spragg is in business in MarBertha Johansen will teach the coming quette, \Vis. He writes, year in the schools of Forest City, Ia.
The young people of this county arc becoming
F. W. Howser, of '87, is the princi pal of the Garrison, Neb., school. He
has met with good success.

very partial to Valparaiso. They nearly all take
it for granted that they mu st go there after fin ishing in the schools here.

0. L. Lyon has resigned his position
at Steelville, Mo. , and is a student in
P. J. Dempsey, of the Surveying class De Pauw niversity. l-Ie teaches half
of '79, is a successful physician prac - of each day in the high school at Green ticing in Cascade, Iowa.
castle.

A letter from Olof Green announces
Miss Maggie Easly teache elocution
that he has already secured a position and physical culture in the Bu shnell,
near St. Croix Falls, Wis., for the com - Ill., normal school. She is very popuing year.
lar with both faculty and students, and
is doing a great work.
Miss Anna S. Delahunt writes a kind
and cheering letter to THE STUl> ENT
C. M. Jansky has entered upon his
from Hinton, Iowa, where she is success- duties as Civil En gi neer in Crookston,
fully teaching.
Minn. He is greatly pleased with his
surroundings and work. And the peo J. M. Taylor, scientific of '89, is the ple of Crookston, we add, will be g reatprincipal of the Port Gibson Normal ly pleased with Mr. Jan sky as soon as
College, a school for colored people, in they come to know him.
Port Gibson, Miss.
A. F. Harvey, of Waterloo, Iowa,
Jno. R. King, the elocutionist, is was married to Miss Mamie G. Baker
traveling in the interests of the publish- on the 22 of July last. Mr. Harvey had
ing house of W. M. \Velch. He makes intended coming back to school but ha
altered his plans and th e couple will re a good agent.
side in Fayette, la. THE TUDE , T exF. L. mart, has resigned his position tends congratulations and kind wishe .
as prin ipal of the High chool of
Phoenix Arizona and has been elected
H. M. Little i tea hing mathematic.
principal at :Manteno, Ill.
penmanship and elo uti n in H eald's
Busine s 'ollege, an Franci o, 'ali Frank L. Thomas, of '9o is a poultry fornia. II has a good position ancl
merchant in Lafay tt , Ind. lie keep s writes that he is busy and happy, though
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he regrets that he did not remain longer
J. H. Perkins is doing a great work
in school while here.
for the schools of Liberty, Mo., and is
deservedly popular there. Mr. Perkins
J. J. Murray is a newspaper man. has added a grade to the school each
He writes that he was offered a position year he has been there, and this year
as principal of the Davenport, Wash., they have secured C. C. Rogers, of the
school but refused the position because Classic class to do special teaching.
he could make more than the 'h
l s a Besides superintending the public school
·month it paid. He is travelin g through Mr. Perkins teaches bookkeeping in the
Washington and Arizona writing for the \iVm. Jewell Business College.
Spokane Daily Clzronicle.
In a letter to Prof. Brown, D. V.
D. K. Rawlings who graduated in the Hancock, well-known to many readers
Law Department in r885 has been act- of this column, says,ively engaged in the practice ever since.
At the commencement of the Kentucky School
His home is at Barboursville, Ky., of Medicine, last evening, it was my good fortune
where he located in r887. He has a to be awarded the Broadus gold medal, for ge n lucrative practice and is the regular eral profi ciency, al so an exce llent hospital apcounsel of the Louisville & Nashville poi ntment. I ente r at once upon my duties as
Res id ent Physician. In thinking of those who
Ry. Co.
have inspired in me a d es ire to ex cel, I grat eComparatively few of our students
become professional literary workers:
among the most prominent of those who
have achieved some success in this field
is Livy S. Richard, now on the editorial staff of the Tim es of Troy, N. Y.the largest daily paper outside New
York City in the state. The capital
little paper in our August issue, A Plea
for Good Eng lislz, is from his pen.
G. U. Gordon is studying law in Clinton, Iowa ; Lee Bricker teaches in Fulton, Ill. ; May Williams holds a responsible position in the city schools of
Shelbyville, Ind.; Anna Suter is teaching in the hi gh school of Aurora, Ind. ;
H. C. Risner will teach in Dunkirk,
Ind.; W. W. Gillespie is teaching, with
good success, in \Visconsin ; S. R. Lam den is traveling for a book firm with
head -quarters at Bloomington, Ind.

fully rememl>e r you a nd others of th e faculty of
the . I. N. S.

The followin g extract is from a pleas-_
ant letter from F. P. Hocker, now at Audubon, Ia.
As yo u see from th e heading I have chang-ed
location, and aga in I ste p into a high er and bet
ter positi on. I have been grarluall y be ttering my
conditi on, hut, as I have a desirable position, I
have con cluded to rema in here permanently .
Audubon is a g rowin g town twelve years old,
an d has a p opulation of 2500 .
D. P. Re pass, a fri e nd and a former student
of th e N ormal , is co unty superintend e nt of this
county. No doubt you remember him. Ile is
still as fleshy as he was when he attended school
an d, wh at is more, he has a wife and three
children all nearly as fleshy as he is himse lf.

Many of you will be glad to hear from
F . K . Blake and wife, nee Iva ~innick.
Mr. Blake was in school in '8o- '8r,and
will be remembered as an ardent student in mathematics. The following is
an extract from a recent letter to THE
STUl>ENT :

D. B. Flickinger will remain another
Y ou will obse rve that we a re q ui te a di stance
year at \Vebster, S. D. In a recent let- from home. H ave bee n in thi s ci tv for three
years,
during wh ich time I have h e c ~ prac ti cin g
ter he say ,\Ve had a fin e comm eHcemcnt this year, th ere
being f our in th e gradua tin g class . T he pat rons
of the sch ool heartily end or e m y methods, and
appreciate my work to th e extent tha t the boa rd
of edu cati on has unanimously elec ted me forn ex t
year at a salary of 100 pe r month-an in crea c
of $ 25 a month o ver last year.

Jaw, and h ave clone ve ry we ll. \ c like the
west in gene ral a nd W ich ita in parti cular as a
pl ace of re id e nce. :\I rs. Rl a ke' siste r, Emma ,
is with us at present , and expects to remain the
com ing ye ar as h e ha a po ition , in t he sc hools
of th is cit y,a teac her.

Th e followin g is an extract from a
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kind letter to THE STUDENT from Etta Goshen, Indiana; Grant D. Harrington, editor, Rock Valley, Iowa; E. E.
McBride, of Upper Sandusky, Ohio.
I spent the greater p art of this summer in Smith, lawyer, Dodge City, Kansas; A.
teaching. My term of school, consisting of three T. Lardin, lawyer, Ottawa, Illinois; H.
month , closed a few weeks ago. I enjoyed the C. Yeager, -real estate dealer, Duluth,
work to the fullest extent and am pleased to state
that I was very successful during the entire time Minn. ; H. H. Harrington, lawyer,
A. L. Stevenson,
I taught. It is quite probable that I shall return Milwaukee, Wis.;
to Valparaiso at the begi nning of th e school year teacher, Chicago, Illinois.
for the purpose of continuing my tudi es.

Miss McBride who was here during
the fall and winter terms of last year
has many friends here who will welcome
her back.

AMONG THE MAGAZINES.
From Naples to A malfi is the title of
the readable sketch that opens PETERSON's MAGAZINE for October. It is very
well illustrated as, indeed, is the whole
number. The stories in this issue are
good, one, S!zarp as a S erpent's T oot!t,
being written in the vein of Edgar A.
Poe.
The Fashion, Needlework and
Househo ld departm ents show that completeness and careful attention for which
PETERS() is noted, an<l which make
them of special value to the ladies.
$2. oo a year.
Peterson's Tagazine,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Des Moines, Iowa, papers speak in
the highest terms of 0. H. Longwell's
address at the closing exercises of the
Highland Park Normal College. Mr.
Longwell, Classic of '8r, was elected
president of that flourishing institution
about a year ago at a salary of sooo
a year, and has already made it one of
the foremost schools in Iowa. H e has
a great reputation as an ed ucator, won
by his own merit and unintermitting laThe FoRUJ\1 for October will contai n
bor.
a variety of articles on topics of absorbing interest: Henry Labouchcre has
G. \V. Ingram writes a pleasant let- written a paper on Tltc Eng!is!t R o)•al
Famil]•,· its Uses and its Cost,· . rchd eater from Lehi, Arizona. He says, con- con Farrar will write An Englislt Tribcerning his work, ute to Lo·wdl; the poet Swinburne ha.
Last year I began c;nperintencling the Lehi
written an article giving his estimate of
school with the understanding that, if my work a number of the minor English poet ·.
should prove sati ·factory, I hould receive 40
Edward A. Freeman has announ cd
for the first month. At its close the board ad .
vance(l my salary to 70, and, at th e end of the a paper, on the Eastern Question, that
second month, to $ o per month. They have re - will soon appear.
engaged me for next year at roo a month.
$s.ooaycar. TheForum, ~cwYork.
uch report are encouraging, and
only how what can be done by thor The October Cr:r-nTR\' will contain a
ough preparation and earnest endeavor.
frontispiece portrait of Rudyard ripling and an article on his work by EdThe "L. e. N." society held their mund Gosse. \lr. Gos e says that Kip ninth annual banquet this year at Dele- ling was born in Bombay in hristma:
van Lake, \Vis.,
ug. ro- rs. Every week, r865, and is therefore only in hi
one of the original nine was on the pro- twenty-sixth year.
gram. It would be hard to elect any
Among th e other notable articles
nine young men who have been here at promi ed for ctober are Tlu· Press and
one time who have been more succe - Public Mm by (7en. H. Y. Boynton.
ful than the e. Here is the roll:
The editors have al. o se urecl for the
;.. \V. rorri lawyer Beaver
ity, coming year two novels that will atNebraska · A. J. 'mith, publi her Ho- tra t wide attention : Cllllrarlcrisltrs,
bart, Indiana· . L. Kinney urveyor, by Dr. Weir :\1itchell of Philadelphia,
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and The Clzosen Valley, by Mary Hallock Foot. The latter is to be illustrat.e d by the author.
$4. oo a year. The Century Co., New
York.
1 he October number of THE MoNIST
has just reached our table. No sort of
'i review of the contents can be made
in the brief time at our disposal, as this
great quarterly is the exponent of the
profoundest thought of our foremost
living philosophers. Besides the usual
reviews by the able editor, Dr. Carus,
and the department reviews, the present
issue is made up of papers from Prof.
John Dewey, B. Bosanquet, Justice Albert ·H. Post, Thomas B. Preston, Hiram M. Stanley and George John Romanes. vVe hardly see how any student
of philosophy can afford not to read
this magazine. As Dr. Hudson used to
say, "It is full of austere and solid
sweetness."
$2 . oo a year. Open Court Pub. Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

and file, there would be little more to
be desired. It is impossible to give any
adequate review of such a variety of
articles.
Mrs. Beecher's account of her famous
husband will be read with interest, and
the sketch of Me Kinley's loyal wife is
timely.
$I. oo a year. Curtis Publishing Co.,
Philadelphia.

A new feature has just been introduced in the NEw E GLAND MAGAZINE. It
is, In a Corner at Dodsley' s, a gossip
about writers and books by Walter
Blackburn Harte, which is as frank and
unconventional in tone as any of the
political articles from his pen that have
made his name familiar.
The very sight of the covers of this
charming magazine does one good, and
to those who know the publication is
full of promise of good things within.
The Oct. issue will contain a chapter
of the uncompleted autobiography of
Ben Butler. This chapter will treat of
his boyhood and early life.
Another
T!te Trouble Grandpa Nature !tad important paper will be one on James
witlt Jus Horse, Bee-Htmting and A Russell Lowell by Edward Everett Hale.
J oint Snake are three peculiarly inter- $3.00 a year. New England Magazine,
esting Natural History articles in the . Boston.
October \VmE AwAKE. A Nig!tt witlz
Russian Wolz,es, a blood-curdling true
The October number of the ATLA story by Lieut. Col. Thorndike, Jes- TIC Mo THLY is an excellent number of
sie's Clzickens, Editlz' s Guinea-pig, a this old and reliable publication. Edtravel story by Esther George and Tlu ited with scholarly care, one is always
Bronson Co. (Limited), are very enter- certain of finding something worth
taining.
A Moqui folk-tale of T!tc readin g in its pages.
It occupies a
Geneszs of Em·tlz and Moon and a Norse field distinctively its own in American
folk-tale, are both excellent.
literature.
Among the articles this
\VmE AwAKE is always readable.
month that will attract the most attention
$2.40 a year. D. Lothrop Co.,Bos- are Henrv Stone's account of General
ton.
Thoma , 'Thomas \Ventworth Higgins'
article on Emily Dickinson's Letter and
The publishers of THE LADIES' HoME Tlt e Ascetic Ideal, an account of some
JouR AL claim a circulation of 7oo,ooo interesting passages in the life of aint
copies for their popular journal.
Jerome. Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes
It certainly must be that there is a contributes a poem , touching alike for
"long felt want" supplied here. If the the public sentiment of grief that it
publishers could but be induced to gi,·e expres es and for the per onal note of
up the ari tocratic but inconvenient size sorrow to the memory of James Rus ell
they have chosen for their pages, and Lowell.
issue their popular monthly in a size a
$4. oo a year. The Atlantic Monthlittle more convenient for hand, table ly, Bo ton.

PUBLISHER'S PAGE.
This number of THE STUDENT will go
into the hands of a great many new
subscribers whom we hope to make pe rmanent friends.
vVe want to help you by every means
in our power, and to that end seriously
invite your hearty co-operation. It is
now less than a twelvemonth since THE
STUDENT made his first bow to the public and timidly enough announced his
intention of endeavoring to occupy a
field which he believed was vacant.
He expected to win a place, if he obtained one at all, by earnestly striving
to give his patrons the full worth of
their money. He can only say now
that he has been very fairly and kindly
treated thus far in his career. Many
encouraging and even flattering letters
have been received from friends in nearly every state in the Union, ~nd the
subscription list has grown far beyond
what was anticipated.

2. By sending us educational notes
and news or personal items from your
vicinity.
3· By sending us questions: we
wish to devote a page or two every
month to the answers of questions, solutions of examples, etc. If you want
to know the b est means of presenting
any subject in your school, where to
find information on any subject, how
to answer this or that question in grammar, history, arithmetic, etc.,-what
books to read, or not to read, or wish
information that we can afford on any
subject, write freely to us and we will
help you all we can.
4· After becoming acquainted with
T11 ~: STt J 111-: T, if yon I ike it, please
speak of it to your friends. Our present
generous premium rates holding good
till J an. I, 1~92, will be sent any one
upon appli cation .

* **

***

Tickets now on sale to Chicago via
The Nickel Plate sell s tickets at re - the ickel Plate on account of the Ex duced rates to the Chicago Exposition. position.

*

* plans for the
Nevertheless, *
we have
future which, we believe, will greatly
enhance the value of our journal. We
expect to enlarge it, and put it into a
n ew dress about the first of the year, and
have already secured the assistance of
a number ot new contributors.
** *

Cheap Excursion Rates to Chicago Exposition.
The hicago & Grand Trunk Rail-

*

* *STUDE T is thus
The future of TILl•:
in the hands of its friends.
Help us
and in return we will help you. The
enterprise is, we are glad to say, on a
firm fmancial basis and our subs ribers
may rest assure<J that every dollar we
receive whether for advertising or on
sub scriptions will be immediately laid
out in improving ur journal.
*

* our adverti sing
Turn to page *ro of
department, and note our great clubbing
way announces very low excursion rates
rates with THE 'os:\tOPOI.ITAN.
to Chicago and return for the ExposiWhen one can get su h books as
tion. The round trip rate from ValpaGrant's Memoirs for 30 cents, there can raiso includin g one admission to the Exnot be much excuse for ignorance.
position, is only . I. 55· Tickets will. be
* *
sold on Tuesdays,
eptember 2 2nd,
The very best *bu iness
firms in Val29th, October 6th, 13th and 2oth,good
paraiso advertise in our columns. We
going on date of sale and good to rebeg to say to all students who an.: strangturn up to and in luling ~Ionday next
ers in Pllr midst that we are willin g t
following date of sale.
b e held res ponsible for th · integrity
*
and f.tir d ·aling of our a<h ·rtisc r'>.
ow, how an*yun *h lp 11s?
1.
By s u ~~ t: ·tin g LOJ'ic . of g t:n t: ra l
iut res t that we IJ L l ) h a\'~ arfi( le!-o prepar cl 111 l1 h m,

*

* -. iti o n
' lticf! g *
o Expo
i k 1 I IAlt', ( 'h' p Rn.t'
( iu Ln

(

I

\ i; l

th
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AUGUST EXAMI IATION
CoNDUCTED BY

UESTIONS FOR INDI NA.
0. P.

wide and 6 ft. high, were piled together in
the form of a cube, what would be the height
of the pile?

READI!\'"G.

"Father, thy hand
Hath reared these venerable columns, thou
Didst weave this verdant roof. Thou didst look
down
Upon the naked earth, and forthwith rose
All these fair ranks of trees."
.From ''A .Furest Eiymn," by William Cullen
Bryant.
Ask five questions on the above suitable to
IJring out the meaning.
S point , 10 each.
All exercises in oral reading to be marked from
I to so.
A ' SWERS.
1.

2.
3·
4·
S·

What is meant hy venerable columns?
'What docs th e poet refer to when he speaks
of "this verdant ruof?"
Express in yonr own language the meaning of
"Tho u didst weave this verdant roof."
Why does the poet ay that the Father I oked
down upon the earth ?
Express the meaning of the last two lines in
your own language.

ARITHMETIC.
1. Give rules for determining when a number is
or is not divisible by 2, by 3, by 4, by 5.
2. Simplify: 27:3 -s-t~+i"O" of IS.

z!XH I~ X H
- - --.- 3
2
~ X 1 1 r I s X Irr.
4· A man gives away 76.23, which is 9 cent
for every 5 in his income. V hat is his in come?
5· What income would be derived from inve ting 9·3SO in s.Yz percent. stockat $1.37~?
6. In what time will 22o gain 56 10, inter ·t
being at 4 .Yz per cent.?
7· \ hat is the difference in time between two
places, one 16 degrees 21 min. 42 ec. east
longitude. the other 84 degrees 1 sec. west
longitude.
8. If 4 men in 77:3 days earn S3 % , how much
will 7 men earn in T~' of a day? Write out
full analysis.
9· A merchant tailor sold a uit of clothes for
'>64.40, gaining IS per cent. lle old anoth er uit for :-6o; 1d Io ·t the same amount of
money a · he gained on the fir t. \\hat 1 er
cent. did he ]pc; on tl serond suit ?
10. If 6 ranks of '' ood, ac h 12 ' fl. hmg, 3 ft.

3·

McAuLEY.

A SWERS.

a. Every number is divisible by 2 whose righthand figure is o or even.
b. Any number the sum of whose digits is
divisible by 3 is itself divisible by 3·
c. Every number is divisible by 4 if the two
right-hand figures are o, or if they express
a number divisible by 4·
d . Any number whose right-hand figure is o
or 5 is divisible by 5·
z. 27:3 - S '7~ I J30. of IS
= B -I r~ - n ~~
2 ~ X L!
15
tl,
3"
3
~?' H
1 3 '< f~
12 X II 13 16
I.

SX 23 X 3X I9
5X 3 X. I9 X 23
I I X I3 X 7 X 17 X SX 3 X I9 X 23

= - - - - - - - - - - - -- - = f ~ - I f6
SX Z3 X 3 X I9X I2 X II X I3 X I 6
4· $76.23
- - - = 847, the no. of times his income
.09
[will contain 5·
. ·. his income = SX $847 = 4235
S· 1.37 .Yz buys I in stock
I

$1 buys$--- in stock

implify:

6.

7·
8.

9·

1.375
$9350 buys 93SO X SrJn in stock - 68oo
5~ %of 68oo= $374- = income
9·90 = interest for I yr.
1 = interet for ~g~ yr.
56.10 = interet for S6.IO X ~eg yr. -=57 3 yr.
16° 21 min. 42 ·ec. 1 840 I sec .=- 10oo22 m.
I00° 22 min. : IS - 6 hr. 41 min. 28 ec.
4 men in 771 da. earn s_,2)
I man in 77:J daysearn U of ~ S3 2 3 :::::,. r"' 1 s.,
I man in 1 clay earns } :! of
13 -(2
w 1~
4 ~
I man in "I\ day earns i gof
1 U = $~
7 men in ;r"'9 day earn 7X ... ~ -= I
Let IOO% - cost,
then I IS %
clling price
64.40
I %- 1 ~ 5 of
--1-· 40 ' ";\ ~ II
Ioo % ~ 100
';i 14,,11 "56 co t.
~ 64-40
~ s6
lo ·s on 2nd uit.
"UO t " .40 - 6 ' .40 co ·t of 2nd uit.
Let 6 . .fO 100 ~ of o. t.
l
,, 1 1 11 uf r
t(. f rn t .i 11 ~ ,1 rr of co t
.:..8.4 0 8.4-0 ti 1 "~ 11 r of Ll~ t 12!,~' r ·
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form, agreement, case, construction, rule.
The property of the adjective is declension.
The property of the adverb is declension.
5· There is but one kind of sentence that can be
GRAMMAR.
the object of the verb. This is the sub. tan
1. An adjective clause which is not restrictive
tivesentence; as, "He said he would return."
should be set off by a comma. What is
meant by "restrictive?" vVrite a sentence 6. The subordinate clause modifies the noun un
derstood, to which '·particular" IJelongs. It
containing an adjective clause that is restric modifies it as an adjective clause. "Partie
tive. lluw should it be pun.:tuated?
ular" i · an adjective aud belongs to a noun
2. "l shall do whatever is thought Lest when the
understood; rule.
time comes." What kind of sentence ?
Parse "do" and "best" in the above sen- 7· a. The sentences should read; WeLster was a
more able orator than statesman. b. He ha ·
tence.
no doubt hut that you will obey. (. This is
3· Write a list of five nouns having two forms in
our friend whom we met in ew York, and
the plural, both meaning the same thing.
who came to meet us.
Write five nouns used only in the plural.
8. a An adjective, He i like hi brother. f,, A
4· Which parts of speech are said to have prop
preposition, Then came wandering by a
erties? Name the properties in each case.
hadow like an angel. c A verb, I like
5. Illustrate in sentence all the classes of sen·
such work . d. A conjunction, lie ran like
tence elements that may become the objects
a deer. e. A noun,! have never seen the like.
of the verb.
9· a. The man whom we saw has returned . An
6. "Great nations resemble great men in this
adjective clause, limiting "man." b. When
particular, that their greatness is seldom
he comes we will go. An adverbial clause,
known until they get into trouble.'' What
limitin g "will go." t" . The text, "lie lead does the subordinate clause modify? llow
eth 111e beside the sti ll wal ·rs," was al>ly
does it modify it? Parse "particular.''
lll:ll l.lg"\'d lty the pr•·al'llf'r.
/\n acljl'ctive
c lpu~e, in :qljH•sitillll \1 ill! "lie 1 ·adcth me
7· What is incorrect in th e folio\\ in g sentence.-; :
la:side tl1 · stil l \1ate1s '' d. \\\; suppost•d
a. W ebs ter was a more al>le oratll r than a
th.tl he ct~!lld acco l!lJdi sh th · task. ,\ s ub
statesman. /1 . li e has no dnuht but \\hat
s
l.tllli\\·llause, used as <Ill oltjctl 11! th l' \t!!l1.
you will obey. (. This is uu1 J1iend who111
,·. It is s;lid that he is olll hllll\'St lll.lll. ,\
we mel in New \'urk, and that came to meet
sul>st anti vc clau~e, the subject of l he veri •
us.
"is."
8. Use !ike as a different part of speech in each
10. Thi~ sentence, according to form, is com ·
of four different sentences. Designate.
plex. Acconling to usc, is declarative. The
9· Write five sentences illustrating as many difco ll1111a is not needed after th e word ''Cod . ''
ferent uses of the clause.
It is a complex sentence hecau ·c it contains
10. "Man is the jewel of God, who has created
a dependent clau ·e.
A relative pronoun
this material world to keep his treasure in."
\\hi t h cli1ectly joins a clau e i~ not se t off l1y
What kind of sentence? 1 the comma after
a comma.
God needed? Justify both your an wers.
A1\SWER.

In reality all clauses, excepting substantive
clauses, are restrictive. "The man who went
to town has returned . " "Who went to town"
is a re trictive clause. "We stopped at the
place where my friend live . " "Where my
friend lives " is a restrictive clause.
2. "l shall do whatever i thought be t when the
time comes." \\'ith reference to form, it is
complex.
With reference to use, it is de clarative. ''hall do" is a verb, irreg., principal part , do, did, done, trans., active, in dicative, future, 1st, ing., to agree with its
subject, "L" ''llest" is an adjective, u ed
in the predicate with 'is thought," and belongs to the subject.
3· SLissors, a he ·, manner ·, tongs, moral..
4-· _Tuuns, pronoun , \" rbs, aoljet.tiH· ·, ache! b-..
The properties oi the \ nb ~HL ft~rtlt, \ oice,
JllOUe. ten e, pcr·u n, llllllill 'I, L<illStlUCti•lll,
rule . The pr"lwrties c f the I!IIUII an· I"' '
son, number, gt'!ldtt, l.lst, •••n . lllll'llull,
tule. The properti ·s t•f tl1e prtHI<Hin .m.:

PIIY.'IOL GY.

1.

Describe somewhat fully the struc ture of a
muscle.
15.
2. Giv n a longitudinal section of the humerus.
\Vh at observations upon structure and the
adaptation of structure to functions may lte
111ade?
'5·
3· !\"am· and cle:cribe the SC\ ·ral part'> of the
eye hall, sho\\ ing the adaptation of each to
the purpose which it is lu sene.
15.
4· What is meant hy secretion? By a:similation ?
1.

10.

5· Give the objections to rapid eating, with re-asons for the s:unc.
I 5.
6 . \\'hat is thl' IlCIIlllal t ·mper<llllrc of the IJocl) :>
j;, \\ h,ll ll!l!.l!IS i;.. it maintai11cd ~
10.
i · \\
i th•· nn:du lla oiJ~mgata situatl'd, and
\\h tt i, it i1111Liion?
10.
l-i. \\ h.ll i Ill•' )'Ill , •. l!HI \1 h~ i-.. it a •:•uul inclc·
oi thl' st;llc .,f the ltc.dth:'
t o.

,;,.n·
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1.

2.

3·

4·

5·
6.

7·
8

1.

2.

3·
4·

~·

6. Where is Belgium? Name its capital and its
ANSWERS.
cb ief seaport.
A muscle is composed of bundles of fibers
which run from tendon to tendon. They 7· What four rivers drain the greater part of Africa? Where do they ri e, in what directions
are called fasciculi. Each faciculus is dividdo they flow, and into what do they empty?
ed into smaller fibers, the contractile tissue
of the muscle proper, termed fibrillae. A 8. Where and how would you begin to teach the
sheath of connective tissue envelops each
subject of geography to a class? Why?
muscle and from this, partitions run in and 9· Under what different forms of government do
separate the fasciculi.
the people of th e earth live? Name one
The section shows a longitu<iinal canal runcountry, or state, under each form .
• ning through the shaft of the bone enclosed
ANSWERS.
by a tube of quite dense bony tissue.
I. By having them point toward the country;
At the extremities are enlargements for
travel to the country, naming the waters or
the formation of strong joints. The bone
countries passed through, the direction of
cells are so placed as to receive the stress of
travel, the distance, the time required; spend
weight upon their long axes.
a few seconds each day in trying to think
1. Cornea, transparent to admit light; convex
to the country; and impress upon their minds
to refract it. 2. lris,adarkannularcurtain to
that they do not know the country until they
regulate the amount of li ght entering the
can see it and its neighbors on the earth.
eye. 3· Crystalline Lens, transparent and 2. The prouucts of the surronnding country and
convex- -convex to adm it and refract rays to
the facilities for commerce.
a focus upon the retina. 4· Retina, a layer
of the optic nerve terminals composed of 3· Through th e St. Mary's River, Lake Huron,
St. Clair River, Lake St. Clair, Detroit Rivdelicate rods and cones to receive the stimu er, Lake Erie, iagara River, Lake Ontario,
lus of the imRge formed by the refracting
and the St. Lawrence River
media of the eye.
4· It rises in the north-eastern part of New York,
1. A process of gland act ivity by which cerflows south through a mountainous country
tain substances are manufactured to serve
and has on its l.ljnks, ew York City, Jersey
the functions of digestion or assimilation . 2.
City, West Point, Poughkeepsie, Newbergh,
Assimila\ion is the combination of new maAlbany and Troy.
terial with living tissue. Assimilation and
its opposite, dissimilation constitute nutrition 5· They may help very greatly in leaching the
s lope of the country and the d irectiun of
which includes all the processes of life.
rivers.
The food is not properly masticated, mixed
with saliva and digested in the mouth. Too 6. a. Belgium is in the western part of Europe,
bounded by the North Sea, the Netherlands,
much food may be taken.
the German Empire and France. b. Brus98.6°F. It is maintained by chemical changes,
sels. c. Antwerp.
mechanical changes and regulated by the
ianza, b. North, c.
evaporation and excretion from the glands of 7. The Nile, a. Victoria
Mediterranean Sea. The Zamhesi, a. In the
the skin and mucous membrane of the lungs.
mountains west of the center, b. East, c.
At the base of the brain in front of cerebe llum
Mozambique Channel. The Congo, a. Lake
and below the Pons Varolli. It contains the
Tanganyika, b. West, c. Atlantic Ocean.
respiratory and vaso motor centers.
The Niger, a. In Soudan, b. South-east, c.
A vibration of the arterial coats caused by
Gulf of Guinea.
the impulse of the heart up(ln the liquid
8.
a.
In the school room or yard. b. By drawblood. It indicates the rapidity and force
ing and locating the objects around us; also
of the heart beat, a proass susceptible of
by having children tell or find out what is
variation with the varying states of the bodi bought and sold in their town or home disly activities.
trict. c. Because I wish to have their minds
develop from exerci e and growth rather than
GEOGRAPHY.
from stuffing.
How can pupils be taught so that they will 9· All civilized nations have either a monarchy
not regard different countries as mere sec·
or a republic. Russia is an example of the
tions or. a map ?
former and the United States of the latter.
What circumstances generally determine the
location and growth of cities?
HISTORY.
How do the waters of Lake Superior reach 1. The !{evolutionary War : Its cau es, leading
ampaigns and event ·, and it re ults.
the ocean?
nilecl States' Cons titution: it orirrin
Give a short de ·cription of the II uti. on river in 2. The
its main provisions, its d efects.
"' '
reference tt> its rise, direction of flmv, citie:
tlll its b:mks and the nalur' llf the country 3· cqui~ition of territory: from whom acquired,
through which it p:.tss ' S.
hy what n1ean-., rc. ult s uf eac h.
\ hal aid may b dcriv cf f1om rdit'( m · ps in
ol . lis -us. n.ny nne of tlh· :thn't'e tn pi "' "
nching ~ rr phy ?
{111\f f\
in will p rnll,

THE E DIT OR.
ANSWERS.
a. Causes.
I. General.
Right of Arbitrary Government.
II. Remote:
I. Influence of France.
2. Natural disposition of the Colonists.
3· G10wth of public opinion in the Colonies.
4· Personal character of the King, George Ill.
III. Immediate :
1. Importation Act.
2. Iron -works forbidden in America.
3· Felling of pines, outside of enclosures,
forbidden.
4· Writs of Assistance.
5· Stamp Act.
IV. Relation.
1.Navigation Acts.
2. Restrictions on internal trade.
3· Courts of admiralty were established.
4· Organization of The Board uf Trade and
Plantations.
1 I- b. Events.
1. Battles of Lexington and Concord.
2. Hattie of Bunker Hill.
3· The New York campaign.
4· Rurgoyne's [nvasion.
5· Washington 's Can1paign in Penn.
6. Alliance of France. •
7· Battle of Monmouth.
8. Success of Paul Jones.
C)· Siege of Charleston.
10. Arnold's Treason.
11. Battle of Cowpens.
12. Green's Retreat.
13. Siege of Yorktown.
1.

HI.

c. Results.
Independence of the U.S. acknowledged
by Great Britain.
2. England retain ed Canada and the full
co ntro l of the 't- Lawrence H.iver.
3· England gave Florida to S_Pa_in._ _ .
4- Free navigation of the M1SS!SS1pp1 River
was granted the nited States.
5- Free navigation of the (~reat Lakes was
granted the United States.
6. Boundary of the United States : North,
by St. Lawrence River and . a~ada; East,
by Atlantic Ocean; South, l' londa; West,
th e 1 ississi ppi River.
7- Cost
1. U. S.: men, estimated at 40,000.
" " money
" 140,ooo,ooo
2. England: men, "
"50,000
"
money "
" 61o,ooo,ooo
I.

2. a.In Janu ary, I7 6,the Legislature of Virginia
appointed commissioner· to meet with tho~e
from other states to con. ider the subject of
trade, with reference to a uniform system "f
cnmmcrcial rc~ulatil>ns . The meeting wa<;
held in Sept, at Annilp"lis with only live
Statl.'s rep resented. Tlw committee pr ·pan·d
.t ll'(l"'t c,prcs. in~ then unan1nwus l•Jll\ i•·
ti• n that R ~en 1 al coH ntion. houlrl he:: h ·ld
Q d
I
uch pruvi11i,m•
ll\i •h
11~..:• ••the<
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Constitution of the Federal Government adequate to the exigencies of the Union.'' The
report was sent to the .;;tates represented and
also to Congress as well as the other states.
On the 21st of Feb, 1787, Congress adopted
the following report:
"Resolved, that in the opinion of Congress,
it is expedient that, on the second Monday
in May next, a convention of delegates, who
shall have been appointed by the several
states, be held at Philadelphia, for the
sol<' and express purpose of revising the Ar ticles of Confederation,and reporting to Congress and the several legislatures such alterations and provisions therein as shall, when
agreed to in Congress and confirmed by the
state, render the Federal Constitution adequate to the exigencies of the government
and the preservation of the Union."
All the states but Rhode Island appointed
d el egates to meet at Philadelphia at time
spccitled, Monday May, 14th, 1787 . The
organization was completed on th e 25th of
May when Mr . (;eorge Washington was
unanimou s ly elected Presid e nt.
Soon after the organization of the conven
lion, Mr. H.andolph submitted a series of
resolutions, embodying the views of the Vir ginia delegates.
On the same day, Mr.
Pinckney, of South arolina, submitted a
draft of a constitution.
These were referred to the 'ommi ttee of
the Wh ole, and the discussion cotnmenced.
The Committee adopted the following: "Re
soh!ed, That it is the opinion of this committee that a national government ought to be
established, consisting of a supreme L egislative, Judiciary, and Executive." Mr. Patterson of New Jersey offered a series of reso ·
lutions, and Mr. Hamilton offered a few suggestions. All the -e resolutions and sugges
lions were again referred to the Committee of
the Whole. After some heated discussions
it was agreed to appoint a Committee of De t ail,to whom should be referred the proceed in gs of the convention.
The discussions
were continued until Saturday, Sept, 15th,
when th e Con titution, as amended, was
agreed to, all the states concurring. It wa
ordered to be engrosscd,and on 1onday fol
lowin~ it was signed hy th e members, after
striking out 40,000 as the basis for rcprcscn
ta.tion and inserting 30,000.

b. Legislative, Judicial and Executive.
c. General defect is defective just as any
written constitution is. The marvelous thing
a.hout it is that it has too<! the test of all
these years with ~o little criticism. The criti
ci<;ms IH:ing mainly summed up in the fift ee n
amendments to the Cllll.;titution .
The original U. S. from ( :r ·at Britain .
l .<~uist,tll.tl'urchas · fu1111 l·r.tll\'1' l,y purchac;e.
I• lorida I'Uil hasc fl<lll1 Sp;till, h)' pun h.ts · .
At the · 111!. of tht: 'ar \\ith l\lt:xJ co, we
h1ctl hy
mi \lf of 'OIHJ~t
111\ 1\!.P-
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chase what was then called New fexico and
California, including all the territory west'.vard to the Pacific and south of Oregon.
Gadsen Purchase from Mexico, by purchase.
Alaska Purchase from Russia, by purchase.

SCIENCE OF EDUCATION.
(Answer any seven.)
Name some external condition of att{!ntion;
one or more mental conditions of attention.
2. How may the teacher secure the pupil's attention during class instruction?
3· Name several unwise incentives to study.
4· What do you regard as the principal points in
good class management ?
5. What are the chief ends to be secured by the
recitation ?
6. What is meant by the lecture method in education ? To what classes of students is it
well adapted ?
7. Name several class procedures which you regard as erroneous. Give reasons.
8. What are the true objects of examinations?
9· "Knowledge is mental food." Explain.
10. Point out some of the principal defects in
the Common School system of Indiana.
1.

ANS\VI~RS.

1.

2.

A familiar object in the mirlst of unfa miliar
ones, or ·v ice versa .
By making the matter in hand interesting to
himself and the pupil.

3· Getting a higher grade than any other pupil;
securing the approval of the teacher at the
expense of some other pupil; working for
some end that there is little probability of
the pupil's reaching.
4· Training the pupil to act intelligently and
manfully in any situation in which he must
act with others; giving the pupil a chance to
expend all his mental energy upon some
single thing for the maximum time.
5· Those implied in the foregoing, with the additional end of enabling the pupil to gain
some knowledge that will be serviceable in
his future.
6. The teacher's taking the topic of the hour,
and developing it before the class. The
method is adapted to any class with proper
limitations.

7- Making form more than matter. Accustoming
the pupil to any manner of acting or think ing which will make him a stranger in real
life and good society. The reasons are, such
proceedings make him spend too much time
in taking off old clothes and putting on new.
8. To give the pupil practice in making out papers in proper form.
9· Food is whatever furni. hes power to e nabl e
th e hotly t o d~ its work. Knowledge, or
what th e min(r knows, docs that thing for
the mind.
10. The defects of any system workin g in an im perfect environment, ami constructed by
persons who are integrant parts of the en vironment.
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